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I. Introduction

a. The Death and Afterlife of Martial

The Roman poet Martial had returned to his native town of Augusta Bilbilis, in the province of Hispania

Tarraconensis (modern-day northern Spain), leaving behind his friends and literary circle in Rome, only a

few years before his death in 104 CE. Upon hearing news of his passing, his good friend (and occasional

benefactor) Pliny the Younger wrote a letter to an acquaintance, detailing Martial’s passing. Pliny

lamented the death of a “man of great gifts, with a mind both subtle and penetrating, and his writings are

remarkable for their combination of sincerity with pungency and wit.”1 Were Martial still alive he would

certainly have been delighted to hear of this esteem in which he was held by his friend, a powerful

magnate and intimate of the current emperor Trajan. After all, as a poet Martial had constantly in his

works beseeched the great and powerful, men (and women) like Pliny and Trajan to spare a glance for his

verses, the specialized poetic form of the epigram:

Caesar [the previous emperor Domitian in this instance], if you happen to light upon my little
books, put aside the frown that rules the world…Read my verses, I beg…My page is wanton, but
my life virtuous.2

It is exactly this wanton page that is part of what has made Martial so endearing over the centuries, one of

his “great gifts” that Pliny describes, and part and parcel with his “pungency and wit”—although his “life

virtuous” is a little harder to attest to today. Martial was proud of what he had accomplished with these

talents, and achieved fame during his lifetime as well as after his death. His Caesar, Domitian, would

eventually light upon his little books, granting Martial an honorary military tribunate, and making him a

member of the elite equestrian order.3 Having received the societal positions (if not always the wealth) he

sought in his life, he made sure to gloat in his verse about his newfound status and evident talent

compared to his rivals, describing in no uncertain terms the reach of his works:

I am a poor man, Callistratus, I admit it, and always was, but I am a knight [eques] neither obscure
nor of ill repute. Furthermore, I am much read all the world over and people say “It’s he”; what the
grave has given to few, life has given to me…Such am I and such are you. But what I am, you
cannot be…4

This epigram captures one of the key elements of Martial’s work—it is invective, written against

someone. In this case the epigram satirizes Callistratus, a freedman, contrasting his riches and lack of

4 Mart. V.13, Epigrams, Loeb Classical Library 94, 365.
3 J. P. Sullivan, Martial: the Unexpected Classic, (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1991), 32.

2 Martial I.4, Epigrams, trans. D.R. Shackleton Bailey, Loeb Classical Library 94 (Cambridge, MA: Harvard
University Press, 1993), 45-47. All quotations of Martial used in this essay not explicitly attributed to other sources
come from the Loeb series. It should be noted that while Bailey translates Martial’s humor and Latin excellently, he
does not preserve Martial’s line breaks and tends to translate verse as prose, to better preserve the bite of the satire.

1 Pliny the Younger, Epistulae III.21, trans. Betty Radice, Loeb Classical Library 55 (Cambridge, MA: Harvard
University Press, 1969), 237.
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learning with Martial’s own (exaggerated) poverty and literary talent. These recurring themes of mockery

and social stratification, and the tension between them, would help propel Martial into immortality.

It would have pained Martial then after such self-aggrandizing lyrics to hear how Pliny would go on in his

letter, after praising Martial, to rhetorically question his talents and describe his works later on in the same

letter:

Am I right to mourn his death now as one of my dearest friends? He gave me of his best, and
would have given me more had he been able, though surely nothing more can be given to a man
than a tribute which will bring fame and immortality. You may object that his verses will not be
immortal; perhaps not, but he wrote them with that intention.5

“The tribute which will bring fame and immortality” would have been Martial’s own verse, the witty,

salty little epigrams that made him famous throughout Rome, the intimate of great men and flatterer of

Caesars. Pliny’s letter is one of the few direct references by another contemporary author of Martial to

have survived—and as such has been obligatorily quoted by nearly every academic piece on Martial since

written. But it is worth reading to understand how Martial was viewed in his own time by his peers: he

was a Hispanic poet, born and bred a Silver Age Latinist, friend and flatterer to the powerful, a man of his

age and place—the great Imperial, urban city of Rome. Pliny saw Martial as so inescapably wrapped up in

the urban milieu of Rome in which he was writing, his epigrams so particular to the time and place where

they were written, that he did not know whether they would survive. Martial would prove immortal, as

victorious in the grave as he bragged about being in life, and time has proven his written intentions correct

and Pliny’s wrong.

The epigrams Martial wrote have come down through the centuries, and have been utilized by a wide

range of authors for imitation, translation, and elaboration. The start of his eighth book encapsulates this

transmission, with Martial first confiding in the muse Thalia that he does not want to write epigrams

anymore:

Five had been enough; six or seven little books is already too much…Fame can confer nothing
more on me now….I shall still be read and many a stranger shall carry my poems with him, to the
land of his ancestors.6

Thalia writes through him, reminding him of the earthiness and realism of his work, the value it contains:

you dip your witty little books in Roman salt [Romano sale]; let life recognize and read of her
ways.7

7 Mart. VIII.3, Epigrams, Loeb Classical Library 95, 163.

6 Mart. VIII.3, Epigrams, trans. D. R. Shackleton Bailey, Loeb Classical Library 95 (Cambridge, MA: Harvard
University Press, 1993), 161-163.

5 Plin. Ep. III.21, Loeb Classical Library 55, 239.
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Martial’s doubts were warranted—ascension into literary immortality was not always assured, and his

reception into modernity would prove tumultuous indeed. That he survived, that his work was carried

through other lands, speaks to his capability of writing verse able to be expanded on, copied, imitated, and

transmitted—verse able to be received into the age reading them.

b. The Reception of Martial in Early Modern England

The classics as a canon form the bedrock of literary culture of the European world, and a never-ending

fountain from which it draws. The ancient literature fortunate enough to have survived sackings,

bookworms, and fanaticism now serves us as models, inspirations, and education, among dozens of other

purposes. Works as diverse as Shakespeare’s Antony and Cleopatra and the Lusiads, Portugal’s national

epic, have their roots in classical works (in their cases Plutarch and Virgil respectively), to name two

examples of thousands. But that does not mean all classical works are as popular, widespread, or

frequently taught in a given historical period. The fortunes of each classical work, starting in the Middle

Ages, waxes and wanes with its perception, popularity, and the uses to which contemporary writers put it.

Many Greek and Latin authors survive today who are rarely studied, and even more rarely taught, so that

few outside of a limited number of academics even know of their existence—but who ranged from

incredibly popular, to critically panned, to barely read at different points of the Middle Ages and

Renaissance. Different audiences, scholars, and critics receive and interpret classical works from their

own perspectives.

A brief example is Martial’s own rival, the Latin epic poet Statius, who has several works surviving,

including the massive Thebaid—a saga of twelve books recounting the mythical Siege of Thebes. Statius

was relatively popular in the Middle Ages and Renaissance, serving as a model for several romances and

part of the canon of humanist educational texts—he even appeared in Dante’s Divine Comedy.8 However,

his scholarly reputation dropped dramatically in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, and he was

dismissed in that period as second-rate at best, overly constructed, modest, and stale.9 In these fluctuations

in popularity and critical appeal Statius demonstrates the vicissitudes that can affect a writer’s

afterlife—they can go from inspiring other works and serving as an instructional text, to only being

known to a few classical specialists. Every generation reinterprets the classics for itself, so that even if a

writer’s work survives intact, later critics may find it wanting.

By unstitching the process of reinterpretation, translation, and imitation that together form how works are

interpreted in each age, it is possible to learn more about the different facets of the work and the society

9 Peter Knox and J. C. McKeown, eds., The Oxford Anthology of Roman Literature, (Oxford: Oxford University
Press, 2013), 412.

8 Craig Kallendorf, ed., A Companion to the Classical Tradition, (Oxford: Blackwell, 2007), 20, 31.
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doing the interpretation. Through looking at the lines, passages, and themes highlighted from works,

bandied about in popular culture, or chosen to lend moral credibility or logical examples we can see what

concerns a society, what animates their discourse. Writing becomes part of a historical record.

Martial is an example of all of these phenomena. Martial’s works would cross the Middle Ages, to see

widespread popularity, imitation, and translation again, rediscovered in the cultural moment of the

Renaissance. His biting satire, vulgarity, and the occasional moral epigram would serve as a template and

influence for poetry across Europe. Martial would particularly find a home in the rural manors and urban

townhouses of Early Modern England, serving as a model for composition to many famous budding poets

of the period and a classical point of reference for prose writers, in both Latin and English. This was the

immortality that Martial craved, and he received it as part of the burgeoning study of the humanities and

classics crisscrossing Europe. This was his “second life”. It would not last forever, and he would fall into

obscurity and disrepute in the nineteenth century as aspects of his work failed to resonate with a new

critical audience. In this paper, I will attempt to explain the popularity of Martial’s epigrams in this

specific time and place, examining the “reception” of his work in how the reading audience of Early

Modern England translated, imitated, used, and ultimately reconstructed a version of Martial that suited

their literary and cultural needs.

Other scholars have attempted to explain this popularity and cultural fixation that Martial’s work would

never again experience, as a result of the rise of amateur poets and similarities in artistic patronage

between Imperial Rome and Early Modern England. These explanations are entirely correct, but in my

opinion insufficient. Building off of them, Martial’s work was not only popular because of courtly society

favoring the amateur poet, and social systems of patronage and status similar to that of Rome’s.  It was

also because Martial’s broad and realistic oeuvre allowed writers and translators in this period an ample

base to reconstruct a broad reflected image of their own society, a way of providing comment on

everything about Early Modern England that other classical works were not broad enough to cover. These

epigrams were in turn satirical, urbane, witty, vulgar and flattering, full of polished Latin and classical

references, that specifically appealed to the literary culture of Early Modern England seeking to create its

own cultural comments. His works were translated and imitated by the gentleman and nascent middling

folk; the landowners, merchants, lawyers, and statesmen educated in the new humanist learning, seeking

to display their own wit, acumen, and urbanity, mocking Early Modern society’s norms, views, and

institutions without seriously satirizing those in power. English epigram, created through a lens of Martial,

formed the “safe” model of satire that allowed the literary classes to make the perfect comment on

contemporary English society.
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Martial would ultimately fall out of favor in England in the 1800s, as his part of his oeuvre was

an unabashed vulgarity and depiction of Rome as a messy, lived-in city of pimps, sodomites, and

criminals. This resonated particularly in an Early Modern society filled with much of the same characters,

and was able to be accepted as part of the image of Martial and the classics in this period. It clashed with

first the aesthetic sensibilities of the Romantics then the moral code of the Victorians, as they moved

away from the loose, light epigram as a model of poetry and mark of learning towards more emotional

and grandiose classical models.

This argument is based off the many translations of Martial into English, and the many imitations of

Martial, by both anonymous and famous authors, published in the Early Modern period. After discussing

the short historiography of Martial’s reception in the Early Modern period, I intend to show the parallel

between Martial’s own Rome and its elite society, compared to the Early Modern London and Early

Modern England emerging from the Middle Ages and into the tumultuous seventeenth century, through

first exploring Martial’s own physical life then his literary afterlife. This will emphasize the parallels

Early Modern writers saw between the societies and their own reasons for seeking to parallel Imperial

Rome—the Rome of the Latin Silver Age, the Middle Principate, of the Flavian and Antonine Dynasties,

a learned city at its prosperous, noisy, chaotic peak. By showing Martial as a popular model, one who was

frequently cited as being able to either teach virtue or show value, it is possible to show both how he was

reconstructed, and how his work was used. To what usages is Martial being put by the authors of this

period, and how do they speak to the society trying to reconstruct him? The prefaces and introductions to

the translations Martial tell us why translators feel the need to write about Martial, and the epigrams

written in imitation tell us the style and flavor the imitators were seeking to copy. By looking at English

language versions, it is possible to see how Martial “speaks” to Early Modern England in its own

language.

c. The Epigram, and other Definitions

Several of the terms used before this point and subsequently throughout this essay have

overlapping, complicated, or controversial meanings within academia and wider popular history, and

often have historiographies of their own. In order to better narrow the scope of this essay and articulate

the reception of Martial’s work in this period, several terms will be briefly defined.

The term Renaissance used to refer both to a narrow time period as well as a pan-European cultural

movement to recover and revive classical Greek and Latin civilization through “humanist” education.

While the cultural movement, and all its political, social, and economic knock-on effects, is still referred

to as the Renaissance, the time period in question—stretching from the 1300s up until the 1700s, is now
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referred to as the Early Modern Period to better recognize the many other social histories present besides

that of the oft-elite humanists studying the classics.10 Moreover, the Renaissance itself was unevenly

distributed, and came rather late to England, generally seen as arriving only in the mid-1500s.11 The

period of the 1500s-1600s, a time of pivotal change in England and the broader British isles, is the

primary focus of this essay and the pinnacle of Martial’s cultural popularity.

Reception studies, or the “reception” of literary works, is a form of literary theory pioneered by West

German scholars in the 1970s.12 The name refers to its basis in how literary works are received—from any

time period, not just classics—and involves at its most basic level studying the interpretation of a work by

readers outside of its original time period. Although originally a bit of a fringe interest and antithetical to

most classicists’ notion of what the classics is, the theory has gained significant ground. There is even an

academic publication, the Classical Receptions Journal, published since 2009 by Oxford University

Press.13 The emphasis is on:

involving the active participation of readers (including readers who are themselves creative artists)
in a two-way process, backward as well as forward, in which the present and past are in dialogue
with each other. When texts are reread in new situations, they have new meanings…The
distinction between the ancient world “in itself” and the way it has been received and understood
in later centuries is thereby blurred, or even dissolved.14

This is a powerful tool for studying the classics and the discourse around them in Western history

(although it can also be applied worldwide). It empowers modern scholars to sift through the differing

interpretations and influences of the classics, and removes the idea of a “correct” or “superior” idea of

how the classics should be studied, or that we necessarily have a better understanding of them than, say,

scholars in the Middle Ages. It broadens the scope of our modern understanding of how to study the

classics. These texts are no longer confined to just the ancient world—they roam freely throughout

subsequent history, up into the present. The crux of this essay is how readers in Early Modern England

created a dialogue with Martial, and the meanings they created out of him.

14Charles Martindale, “Reception,” in A Companion to the Classical Tradition, ed. Craig Kallendorf (Oxford:
Blackwell, 2007), 298.

13 “About the Journal,” Classical Receptions Journal, Oxford Academic, Accessed April 15, 2020.
12 Robert C. Holub, Reception Theory: A Critical Introduction, (New York: Methuen, 1984), xi.

11 Thomas Dandelet, The Renaissance of Empire in Early Modern Europe, (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press,
2014), 249.

10 Carlos Eire, Reformations: The Early Modern World, 1450-1650, (New Haven: Yale University Press, 2016), x.
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Finally, we have the kind of poetry that defines this essay: the epigram. The epigram is the signature verse

of Martial, the only kind of poetry he seems to have written. The Roman epigram is loosely defined as a

short poem on one defined subject with a twist at the end, memorably rhymed by the eighteenth century

British diplomat Lord Chesterfield:

The qualities rare in a bee that we meet,
In an epigram never should fail;
The body should always be little and sweet
And a sting should be left in its tail.15

Out of those two qualities, short and stinging, is a Latin epigram made.  There are no precise rules, and

Martial’s range in length from two lines (a two-lined epigram is known as a distich) to a herculean

fifty-one (Epigram III.58), describing a friend’s villa. They are allowed to take any meter they wish, and

Martial makes use of a variety in his work, primarily elegiac couplets and hendecasyllables, as mentioned

above. The translator for the Loeb Classical Library edition, D. R. Shackleton Bailey, chose to replicate

the meaning and length of Martial’s work if not exactly the same poetic style, and his translations are used

for this essay. As for content, that ranged wildly. As long as it was realistic (although references to

mythology, as befitting a member of the learned Roman aristocracy, were always welcome), Martial’s

work trekked all over Rome and its personages.

The written epigram was a Hellenistic Greek invention, the plaything of writers like the famous third

century BCE Ptolemaic figure Callimachus (a great inspiration to Martial).16 Originally part of the

epigraphic tradition, written inscriptions on monuments in the Archaic and Classical periods in verse form

abound (“O stranger! We pray thee tell the Lacedaemonians that we are lying here, having obeyed their

words” runs the epigram above the graves of the Spartans who fell at the Battle of Thermopylae17), the

length growing out of a need to be economical—stonemasons wanted to carve as little as possible. The

epigram then made the jump into written compendia of famous epigraphic inscriptions, then to the

symposium, with epigram contests taking place under the heavy influence of wine, before becoming its

own formal literary genre, with erotic, dedicatory, and funerary subdivisions.18 With Rome’s conquest of

Greece, epigram joined the vast melting pot of Greek culture exported into Rome. The Romans added a

twist though—the satiric epigram, based off the jeering Greek scoptic epigram, which Martial would

18 Livingstone and Nisbet, Epigram, 45-88.
17 Livingstone and Nisbet, Epigram, 22.

16 Niall Livingstone, and Gideon Nisbet, Epigram, New Surveys in the Classics, no. 38, (Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press, 2010), 49-50.

15J. P.  Sullivan and Peter Whigam, eds., Epigrams of Martial Englished by Divers Hands, (Berkeley: University of
California Press, 1987), v.
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master and make his own.19 Lastly it is important to note that the epigram was generally considered a

lesser, humbler type of poetry—including by Martial, who always took care to refer to his collections of

epigrams as “little books” (libelli20), and openly acknowledged his favored form to be humble:

I try my hand at satire; you labor to be Lucilius. I play with light elegy; you play with it too. What
could be humbler? I start shaping epigrams…21

II. Historiography of the Reception of Martial

a. Historiography of the Reception of Martial

The primary issue with studying Martial is that modern academic scholarship has struggled with his place

in the traditional Greek and Latin classics. It has not always taken him seriously, as an author worth

reading and writing about, on par with other great poets and satirists like Horace or Juvenal, until the past

few decades.  The struggle seems to stem primarily from the content of Martial’s work, which is often

vulgar and obsequious, and the form of the epigram itself.22 Martial himself acknowledged the different

reactions his poetry provoked in his readers, while also being clear that the difficult reactions were part of

what he wanted:

My Rome praises my little books, loves them, recites them; I am in every pocket, every hand.
Look, somebody turns red, turns pale, is dazed, yawns, is disgusted. This I want. Now my poems
[carmina] please me.23

The epigrams certainly contain a good deal of both filth and flattery, and therefore smacks to some of

“low culture”. Aside from simply the subject of his material, the form of the epigram can be hard to take

seriously, short and deceptively simple as it is. All of this combines to explain why Martial was

comparatively understudied relative to other classical authors in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries,

suffering his own vicissitudes in academia. Scholarly opinion towards him has shifted just as much as

popular opinion towards his work. These attitudes are revealing both for showing how the society that

created them viewed Martial, as well as charting the evolution of academic understanding of Martial’s

work, its reception, and this essay’s own place within it.

23 Mart. VI.60, Epigrams, Loeb Classical Library 95, 47.
22 J.P. Sullivan, Martial, The Classical Heritage Vol. 3, (New York: Garland Publishing, 1993), viii.

21 Mart. XII.94, Epigrams, trans. D. R. Shackleton Bailey, Loeb Classical Library 480 (Cambridge, MA: Harvard
University Press, 1993), 165.

20 Although some scholars (see Livingstone and Nisbet, Epigrams) argue that the use of the term libellus by Martial
is a homage to Catullus, others (Fitzgerald, Martial: The World of the Epigram) argue it was a pun on the word
petition, which is also libellus, as Martial is petitioning you to read his work. Knowing the construction that went
into Martial’s work, it could very possibly be both. William Fitzgerald, Martial: The World of the Epigram,
(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2007), 3.

19 Livingstone and Nisbet, Epigram, 108.
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One of the first modern scholars (and one of few Victorians) to feel that Martial and his influence

on English poetry was worthy of serious academic thought was Andrew Amos, a law professor at

Cambridge. Amos attempted to write an academic treatise charting Martial’s impact on English writing,

titled Martial and the Moderns (1858). Amos was working within Victorian trends dismissing Martial as

vulgar and crude compared to the glories of Roman literature during the Augustan age, which Amos

acknowledges:

The causes why Martial’s works are seldom read in the present day are various. A large part of his
epigrams have reference to odious vices…Further, as Martial flourished nearly a hundred years
after the Augustan period, he does not afford so choice a model of the purity of the Roman
language as some early classical writers. For this reason we are told that Navagero, a great Italian
scholar in the pontificate of Leo X, used, annually, to burn a volume of  Martial’s works, by way
of incense to the Manes of the Augustan poets.24

This passage is incredibly revealing in a number of ways. First, it reveals the Victorian ideal of Latin

work—one free of vice and imitating the Augustan period, which was seen as purer than the later imperial

age. The anecdote about the Renaissance scholar Navagero, whether true or not, demonstrates that in

many Victorian minds, Martial was fit only for the pyre to appease better poets. This is quite the fall from

grace for Martial and his work from the popularity it had enjoyed in England only a few centuries before.

But Amos does see Martial as worthy of studying, if only for “ascertaining how much a classical author,

whose works have fallen into neglect, may have contributed to forming the character and advancing the

progress of English literature…”25 Amos also admits that “that which is the principal subject of Martial’s

writings, viz. human nature portrayed under the multiform circumstances of civilized life, is more

peculiarly suited to the requirements of persons of ripe years…”26 Amos never attempts to ask why his

“modern” (to an author writing in the 1800s) authors chose Martial, or how the circumstances shaping

Martial and Early Modern authors might have prompted them to enter into a dialogue. His work is simply

a teleological argument about subjective experiences in literature—English literature had “progressed”

thanks in very small part to Martial’s influence. Ultimately Amos’s work was “marred by his admission

that Martial’s works were now seldom read,”27 and his desire to understand Martial and his uses by Early

Modern writers on Amos’s Victorian terms. This makes him an example of reception for Victorian

writers, and demonstrates Martial’s own difficult reception into modernity.

27 Sullivan, Martial, The Classical Heritage Vol. 3, 57.
26 Amos, Martial and the Moderns, v.
25 Amos, Martial and the Moderns, iii.

24 Andrew Amos, Martial and the Moderns. (A Translation into English Prose of Select Epigrams of Martial,
Arranged under Heads, with Examples of the Modern Uses to Which They Have Been Applied, (Cambridge:
Deighton, Bell and Co., 1858), iv-v.
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Standing next to Martial’s reception in Early Modern England was his transmission in areas of

Early Modern Europe. These are obviously interlinked developments, and reflect the transmission of a

Renaissance movement across Europe. For one continental European historian, Jacob Burckhardt, whose

own work would prove tremendously influential, Martial had his own small part to play in the

development of Latin poetry in Renaissance Italy. Burckhardt with his work The Civilization of the

Renaissance in Italy, first published in German in 1860, played a seminal role in the historiography of the

Renaissance, arguing that the modern era arose because of the Renaissance cultural movement based on a

“new sense of the individual self”, incorporating art history and cultural history into mainstream

“political” history for the first time.28 He also found time to mention Martial:

The Latin epigram finally became in those days an affair of serious importance, since a few clever
lines, engraved on a monument or quoted with laughter in society, could lay the foundation of a
scholar’s celebrity…In course of time, chiefly under the influence of Martial, and partly of
Catullus, an extensive literature of this sort was formed…When the Venetian government paid
Sannazaro 600 ducats for a eulogy in three distichs, no one thought it an act of generous
prodigality. The epigram was prized for what it was, in truth, to all the educated classes of that
age—the concentrated essence of fame. Nor, on the other hand, was any man then so powerful as
to be above the reach of a satirical epigram…29

To Burckhardt, Martial is an example of the quest for individuality in the Renaissance—a model for all

those seeking fame for their poetic work. The epigram is for Burckhardt an outward-facing style of

poetry, for the attention of crowds and the purpose of celebrity. It also demonstrates quite a different

Renaissance attitude than that of Amos and his talk of book-burning. And it is subtly urban—one has to

have a massive audience to achieve fame, and it is urban governments like that of Venice rewarding

individuals. Although focused on a different region than Early Modern England, the chronological and

intellectual parallels make Burckhardt’s an excellent source and influence on all subsequent surveys of the

Renaissance—including in England.

A later modern work on the reception of Martial in Early Modern England was a PhD dissertation from

1924, “Martial and the English Epigram from Sir Thomas Wyatt to Ben Jonson” by one T.K. Whipple, a

graduate student at Princeton University, who published in University of California Publications in

Modern Philology. Whipple, like Amos, was interested in proving the influence of Martial upon the

English Renaissance first and foremost, and worrying about the “why” of Martial and his uses secondary.

When he does describe Martial as coming into vogue he explains that it was because he resonated with

the dissatisfaction of the time: “An age which exalts Martial, we may be sure, is a disillusioned and

29 Burckhardt, The Civilization of the Renaissance in Italy, 204.

28 Jacob Burckhardt, The Civilization of the Renaissance in Italy, trans. S. G. C. Middlemore, (1878. Reprint,
London: The Folio Society, 2004), xxi.
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skeptical, a sophisticated and cynical age; it holds up realism as the end of art…”30 Whipple’s ultimate

argument is that Ben Jonson, poet and playwright, was the founder of the English epigram, “rescuing” it

from “the slough of popular literature”31 and giving it the full scholarly attention it deserved, thanks to the

influence of Martial.  By extension, Ben Jonson’s age, the Jacobean period, is then also “disillusioned and

skeptical, a sophisticated and cynical age”. Whipple’s argument that Ben Jonson is the founder of the

English epigram, that he rescued it, divides popular and elite literature from one another, narrowly

defining what constitutes an epigram. It makes a severe value judgement on the art and morals of a

period, trying to encapsulate a spirit of an age, but it also attempts to explain what might make readers of

the period inclined to translate and imitate Martial.

Amos was a professor of law, Burckhardt a Swiss teacher, and Whipple a graduate student defending his

dissertation. They were relative outsiders to the study of the classics. Martial and the few scholars who

studied him in this period were not mainstream.32 One author memorably wrote that “he is probably the

last of the post-Augustan poets to remain ‘trash’.”33 But the last few decades of scholarship have seen a

turnaround. The man who rehabilitated Martial most in the eyes of the English-speaking academic world

was the classicist J. P. Sullivan, author of the most important, up-to-date, and complete sources for

Martial’s reception. Sullivan was one of the main academic scholars of Roman satire in the twentieth

century, writing about Petronius, Juvenal and Martial. In the 1980s and 1990s he helped to revitalize

Martial with a series of books: Epigrams of Martial Englished by Diverse Hands (1987), a collection of

epigrams of Martial translated by diverse personages from history; Martial, the Unexpected Classic: a

Literary and Historical Study (1991), looking at Martial from literary and historical perspectives while

also briefly tracing his transmission through the ages; a collection of sources on the reception of Martial

for the Classical Heritage series, the simply titled Martial (1993); and the posthumous Martial in English

(1996), another collection of translations of Martial. The most important of these, The Unexpected

Classic, confronts in its title the unexpectedness of Martial’s canonicity, and succeeded when it was

published in drawing attention to Martial: “Further, the appearance in 1991 of John Sullivan’s landmark

Martial: The Unexpected Classic prompted a radical revaluation of the epigrammatist, succeeded in its

professed aim of restoring him to popularity with the scholarly community…”34

34 L. C. Watson, P. Watson, Martial, (London; New York: IB Tauris, 2015), 104.

33 Victoria Rimmel, Martial’s Rome: Empire and the Ideology of the Epigram, (Cambridge: Cambridge University
Press, 2008), 3.

32 J. P. Sullivan, "Martial and English Poetry," Classical Antiquity 9, no. 1 (1990): 173.
31 T. K. Whipple, “Martial and the English Epigram from Sir Thomas Wyatt to Ben Jonson,” 406.

30 T. K. Whipple, “Martial and the English Epigram from Sir Thomas Wyatt to Ben Jonson,” from University of
California Publications in Modern Philology, Vol. 10, (1924), 299.
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Sullivan’s own argument as to why Martial was popular in the Early Modern period was

multi-pronged. The first concerned patronage in this period: “What gave Martial such a high reputation

was that…poets were all very much at home with the concept of patronage and the self-seeking flattery

that necessarily came with it.”35 The second part was that “the sixteenth century was the great age (before

our own) of the amateur poet. Long lists of writers could be given whose chosen genre was the short,

ingenious, witty poem…”36 And lastly, and perhaps a bit undersold by Sullivan, “unlike other Roman

poets…who lean heavily on mythological topics, Martial’s subjects were largely drawn from everyday

life in a metropolis not unlike London.”37 These are all excellent reasons, and I agree with all of them.

Unlike Amos and Whipple, Sullivan has concrete reasons, not value judgements, and is willing to

interrogate all his sources. But I do not think Sullivan goes far enough, or seeks to examine the

interchange of these three topics, which I see as intertwined, and try to extend them farther. Amateur

poets and systems of patronage were both tied to gentlemanly conduct and a new form of literary

expression emerging in the Renaissance and extending throughout the Early Modern period, set against

the urban backdrop of Martial’s Rome and a newly emergent London. Martial had a resonance in this

period that saw his works become a part of every educated man’s (and a few woman’s) repertoire, as

gentlemen themselves reconstructed Martial to be an embodiment of the traits they wished to possess.

Martial in the Early Modern period is in part a literary construction, tied up as he is with his distinctive

style.

With Sullivan opening the gates, there are now many more scholarly works on Martial and others

that acknowledge him. He is an acknowledged member of the “canon”, and his status as to whether he is a

major or minor Latin poet is cleverly discussed in a hilarious defense offered of Martial offered in the

1990s by playwright Turner Cassity:

the Classical scholars have a great deal to answer for. It is they who decided that Martial is a minor
poet. If Martial is minor we had better redefine major, and I for one am perfectly willing to…He
flatters the Emperor Domitian in the exact spirit and in the exact degree of honesty with which
present day academics fill out grant applications…What he gives us, stunningly undiminished
across nineteen hundred years…is self-recognition.38

Cassity certainly understood Thalia’s command to have the Epigrams read as possessing Roman salt and

wit, shining a light on how Roman individuals viewed themselves and their work.

Scholarship recognizes Martial as both a guide to the society and topography of Flavian Rome, and as the

creator of a complex work of literature in his own right. One recent work summarizes these views as: “the

38 Sullivan, Martial, The Classical Heritage Vol. 3, 229.
37 Sullivan, Martial, The Classical Heritage Vol. 3, 43.
36 Sullivan, Martial, The Classical Heritage Vol. 3, 42.
35 Sullivan, Martial, The Classical Heritage Vol. 3, 42.
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picture looks something like this. The critical emphasis presently falls on is intertextuality and

metatextuality; he is above all viewed as a poeta ludens, a poet at play…”39 The city of Rome is just as

much a character in this reading as the various people Martial interacts with in his epigrams, characters

like the Callistrati, Polycharmi, and Cosconii he meets, praises, and attacks. His epigrams, as a whole, are

“now receiving fresh attention as constructed literary artefacts whose codes of referentiality are as rich

and various as anything in Latin poetry.”40 This scholarship is highly beneficial towards capturing a fuller

understanding of Martial, past and present, even if most of it does not focus on his reception.

In part, the turnaround in scholarship towards Martial has just as much to do with our own evolving social

attitudes as it does with any one piece of scholarship, as our definitions of art, sexuality, and the role of

the artist in both have evolved over the long twentieth century away from Victorian sensibilities. Modern

scholarship has a new understanding of the role “obscene” works play in art and literary history. This has

even spread into popular histories—Alexander Lee’s The Ugly Renaissance (2013) purports to tell a

seamier, uglier side of the Italian cultural movement, weaving homosexuality, crime, sodomy, and

corruption into its social history. By turning the lens from high to low culture in the Renaissance, it opens

up new ways to understand the classics, much as Martial often does with his work. This reflects modern

concerns with sexuality, crime, and corruption—we have received Martial, and in our readings he is

modern again:

His ultra-commodified culture, where even poetry is reduced to thing, where books mean profits,
writers must cater to Attention Deficit Disorder, and where the city appears as a live web of ideas
and interactions, can feel very familiar to an on-line, iPod generation—the children of an
urbanized, post-modern West.41

Our reading of Martial has now created his third life, one where his realism, scathing (yet often

anonymous) attacks, celebration of the powerful, and urban complaints have circled around the other

classics and snuck into the present. To modern academics, he is Twitter, brief, strictly regulated, and

dealing with the everyday.42 To another, reading his work is like eating an entire box of chocolates in one

sitting, stuffing one epigram in after the other without time for rest.43 Martial, with this in mind, is now

definitively both a member of the canon and a classic, one befitting our present times. We have read the

poet, and he is us. What remains to do in this essay is to trace his reception like all the other classics,

beginning with his first, mortal life.

43 Fitzgerald, Martial: The World of the Epigram, 1.
42 Claire Hall, “I Am in Every Pocket, Every Hand: Twitter and Martial,” Eidolon, December 10, 2015.
41 Rimmel, Martial’s Rome, 2.
40 Stephen Hinds, “Martial’s Ovid/Ovid’s Martial,” The Journal of Roman Studies, Vol. 97 (2007): 113.
39 Watson and Watson, Martial, 115.
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III. Martial in the Ancient and Medieval World

a. The Life of Martial

Marcus Valerius Martialis, better known by Anglophone readers as Martial, was born in Bilbilis around

40 CE, a dusty Iberian hill-town. He asked its residents years later if they celebrated him:

You whom Augustan Bilbilis on her steep hill, that Salo girdles with his rapid waters, created my
fellow townsmen, do you rejoice too in the flourishing fame of your poet? For I am your ornament
and renown and glory, nor does his Verona owe more to spare Catullus, or would wish me less to
be called hers.44

Filled with his trademark bombast, Martial nevertheless finds time to compare himself to the great poet

(and frequent inspiration) Catullus, and his humble Iberian town atop its steep hill to the fair Verona of

Italia—a place he makes sure to emphasize desires his talents. He must have come from a fairly wealthy

and prominent family in Bilbilis to afford the education and leisure that would allow him to write verse

and ultimately travel to Rome, a young man aged roughly 24, headed for the bright lights of the glittering

Imperial capital.45 Martial would have hoped that he would be welcomed by fellow-Iberians like Seneca

and his nephew Lucan, prominent literati at the court of Nero. However in a piece of singularly bad luck,

he arrived in 65 CE, right around the time of the uncovering Pisonian Conspiracy. This plot saw Seneca,

Lucan, and many other members of Nero’s court forced to commit suicide by the enraged emperor when

he discovered their attempt to overthrow him, leaving Martial a provincial gentleman adrift in the vast

city.46

He survived by composing epigrams in praise of various patrons—or scatological attacks on various

enemies. A later example of the former kind of epigram is one written for Lucan’s widow Polla, on what

would have been Lucan’s birthday:

This is the day that, conscious of a mighty birth, gave Lucan to mankind and to you, Polla. Ah,
cruel Nero, for no death more hated, this at least should not have been permitted you.47

In this epigram, Martial combines lavish praise of Lucan (and a hint of tender emotion for Polla) with a

political program of disparaging the emperor preceding Martial’s favored Flavian dynasty. This

combination of praise, emotion, and disparagement underpins much of Martial’s work. It also

demonstrates the highly formal system of Roman patronage that Martial was operating within, and that

defined so much of flattery—and invective. This other kind of epigram, the vicious attack, often obscene

and containing reference to unorthodox sexual acts, looked something like this:

47 Mart. VII.21, Epigrams, Loeb Classical Library 95, 93.
46 Mart., Epigrams, trans. James Michie, The Modern Library Classics, vi.
45 Martial, Epigrams, trans. James Michie, The Modern Library Classics, (New York: Random House, 1972), v.
44 Mart. X.103, Epigrams, Loeb Classical Library 95, 417.
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When you fornicate, Polycharmus, it is your habit to finish with a shit. What do you do,
Polycharmus, when you are sodomized?48

The modern reader is left near speechless, the ancient reader, part of the writer’s circle and familiar with

who Polycharmus was (the name may be real or a pseudonym) would understand the reference and laugh.

It is clear that this is an intended effect of Martial’s poems, even in contrast to other ancient authors, as

can be seen in this epigram addressed to a rival, Cosconius:

You write all your epigrams in chaste language, there is no cock in your poems. I admire, I
commend. You are the purest of the pure. Whereas no page of mine lacks lubricity. These then let
naughty youths read and easy girls, an old fellow too, but one with a mistress to plague him. But
your language, Cosconius, so respectable and pure, should only be read by boys and maidens.49

Martial’s work is a lubricant, it slides down easily, compared to chaste Cosconius’s language.

Martial would finally achieve mainstream success with a breakout hit in 80 CE, the Liber de Spectaculis:

A Book on the Spectacles.50 Containing epigrams composed in honor of the inauguration of the

Colosseum, and heaps of praise for the reigning Flavian dynasty, it gained the notice of the emperor Titus

with such lines as:

Rome has been restored to herself, and under your rule, Caesar, the pleasances that belonged to a
master [i.e. Nero] now belong to the people.51

With Titus’s favor, Martial was soon a celebrated artist. Over the next eighteen odd years, under Titus and

his brother Domitian, he composed over a thousand more epigrams (1,556 that survive, to be precise52) on

nearly every subject imaginable, for parties, patrons, enemies, and everyday occurrences. They would

come to comprise fourteen “little books”, codices to be sold in bookshops around Rome and given to

friends to be copied and circulated.53

The appeal of his work in his own time lies partly in his superb handling of Latin meter and wordplay, his

epigrams structured as strings of elegiac couplets (a line in hexameter verse followed by one in

pentameter, giving a rising-falling effect) or hendecasyllabic verse (eleven syllables), in imitation of his

53 Raymond J. Starr, "The Circulation of Literary Texts in the Roman World," The Classical Quarterly 37, no. 1
(1987): 220-222. The circulation of texts in Rome was often informal and done within established social circles, and
Martial was apparently rare in that his work was for sale in many book stores. He still circulated his texts among
friends and admirers though—but not to the boorish ones (“Why don’t I send you my little books, Pontilianus? For
fear you might send me yours, Pontilianus.” Mart. Epigrams VII.3).

52J. P.  Sullivan and A. J. Boyle, Martial in English, (London: Penguin Books, 1996), xvi.
51 Mart. Spect. 2, Epigrams, Loeb Classical Library 94, 15.
50 J. P. Sullivan, Literature and Politics in the Age of Nero, (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1985), 184.
49 Mart. III.69, Epigrams, Loeb Classical Library 94, 253.
48 Mart. IX.69, Epigrams, Loeb Classical Library 95, 295.
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predecessor Catullus.54 The other part was his subject matter, a realist approach to human life in Imperial

Rome, as Martial himself emphasized:

Read this, of which life can say: ‘It’s mine.’ You won’t find Centaurs here or Gorgons or Harpies:
my page smacks of humanity.55

This combination of witty, well-structured verse and incisive realism proved popular, and Martial became

a fixture of the Flavian court, on hand with a ready quip to praise or disparage, an ancient Oscar Wilde.

What is always important to remember though is that his identity in his work is constructed. Martial is

often disingenuous and in the form of a literary persona.56 He is best treated, like all satirists, with care as

to what he actually means—which is part of what makes reading him so entertaining. As one twentieth

century translator, James Michie, puts it: “His poems are short and readable, sometimes entertaining,

sometimes serious, and always completely unpretentious. This was rare in his time, when poetry was only

too commonly artificial, long-winded, and overwrought, and often dealt with stale mythological

subjects…”57 With this success, Martial was awarded by the Flavians the “Right of Three Children” (he

never married or had any children he mentions), and the Six-months tribunate, which brought with it the

status of equestrian mentioned above.58 We should picture Martial then as a successful upper-class poet,

flattering the Caesars (his obsequiousness), excoriating his opponents (his vulgarity), and describing

Rome itself with wit, charm and elegance. His readership ran vertically from the Emperor down to

semi-literate tradesmen—any moderately wealthy person with a few denarii to spare at their local

bookshop59—and horizontally among the cultured elite of Rome who would have made up both his circle

and enemies (particularly his rivals, such as the epic poet Statius).60

With Domitian’s assassination in 96 CE in a palace coup, Martial’s fortunes dropped precipitously. He

had been wrapped up in Domitian’s regime far too much for the new emperor Nerva’s comfort, despite

efforts on his part to disassociate, not only from Domitian, but the entire Flavian dynasty, as seen in one

of his later poems:

Flavian race, how much the third inheritor [Domitian] took away from you! It would almost have been worth while

not to have had the other two.61

61 Mart. Spect. 37, Epigrams, Loeb Classical Library 94, 39. Although this epigram was bundled with Martial’s first
book by several manuscript authors, it is clearly a later work.

60 Edward E. Best, "Martial's Readers in the Roman World," The Classical Journal 64, no. 5 (1969): 212.

59 In epigram I.117, Martial mentions for sale at a nearby bookstore “a Martial, shaved with pumice and smart with
purple, for five denarii.” (Mart. Epigrams I.117), presumably one of his “little books” of epigrams.

58 Mart. Epigrams, Loeb Classical Library 94, 3.
57 Mart., Epigrams, trans. James Michie, The Modern Library Classics, xxx.
56 Livingstone and Nisbet, Epigram, 110.
55 Mart. X.4, Epigrams, Loeb Classical Library 95, 329.
54 Knox and McKeown, eds., The Oxford Anthology of Roman Literature, 441.
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This is rich, coming from Martial, about the emperor who had done the most to patronize him. But with

imperial patronage drying up, and tarnished by association with the murdered emperor, Martial finally

returned home to Bilbilis for the first time in many years. There he would remain until he died. He longed

for the great city still, as evidenced by the introduction of his final book of epigrams, sent via a friend

back to Rome to be published:

For if there is anything to please in my little books, the audience dictated it…the libraries, the
theaters, the gatherings where pleasure is a student without realizing it, to sum it all up, those
things which in my fastidiousness I forsook, I now regret as though they had deserted me.62

b. Martial’s Urban Character

This introduction to Martial’s final little book summarizes retroactively a major running theme throughout

all of his verse, its urban character. His epigrams are not pastoral, like Virgil’s Georgics, or like Ovid’s

Metamorphoses retelling mythological transformations (although Ovid’s Ars Amatoria, with its list of

pick-up techniques in Augustan Rome, is not too far off). The urbanity is one of the most crucial aspects

of Martial’s work, helping to define his verse and making him relevant to every other urbanized period of

history, as modern academics often emphasize:

the way Martial approaches Rome, (re)makes a world (out) of words, now looks very reminiscent
of a post-modern view of the city as a text, as a complex surface of activities and interactions, a
mass of diverse and opposing voices…In large part, Martial’s snappy, dirty little poems are

Flavian Rome, for us. This is it.63

Martial’s poems make a metropolis, with its audiences and its urban amenities like libraries and theaters

that characterized the Roman municipium. The Rome of Martial was a complex, overlapping space, it

“was, in fact, thousands of Romes, experienced as special segments shaped by individual needs,

occupation, and social status. For many who lived in the cosmopolitan city… the experience of Rome

would have been surprisingly local…”64 These thousands of Romes form the basis of Martial’s thousand

(and five hundred) epigrams, even if he only skimmed the surface of life in many of them. He certainly

captured the life experiences of the entire Roman social strata, not just the wealthy who patronized him:

But I am assigned a cubbyhole shut in by a window that doesn’t quite close, in which Boreas
himself would not care to pass the night. Cruel fellow, is it thus you tell an old friend to lodge?65

65 Mart. VIII.14, Epigrams, Loeb Classical Library 95, 171.

64 Stephen L. Dyson and Richard E. Prior, "Horace, Martial, and Rome: Two Poetic Outsiders Read the Ancient
City," Arethusa 28, no. 2/3 (1995): 246.

63 Rimmel, Martial’s Rome, 20.
62 Mart. XII, Epigrams, Loeb Classical Library, 89.
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This epigram neatly captures the pains of cramped urban living during the cold winter in one of Rome’s

insulae (apartment) complexes. Martial also provided an outsider’s perspective to the city and its

inhabitants, arriving there as a young man from the provinces. He grew with the city, and eventually

became part of its own image:

he is in a perfect position to appreciate, and subsequently define in poetic terms, what might be
termed the exteriorization of Rome's image, the face it turns toward the empire it rules and toward
the visitors it seeks to astonish with the manifestations of its supremacy. At the same time, Martial
the outsider succeeds in defining himself as an insider, who knows intimately the sordid,
back-stage workings of the city as well as its back alleys, and becomes a prime exporter of Rome's
authentic squalor to provincial readers.66

Martial does not provide an exact physical geography of the city, nor should his work be treated

as such by: “urban topographers and encyclopedia-makers sometimes see instead a passive

repository of historical and archaeological fact. ‘Why did the chicken cross the road?’ asks

Martial, and they dutifully note the existence of a street next to a chicken farm.”67 Martial is

perhaps best seen as writing a metaphysical topography of Rome, one that abstracts the city and

its multiple universes into literary form. But this is what allows his style of urbanity to be

recreated by later authors, weaving their own webs of social nexuses.

Layered atop the metaphysical geography of the city is the urban society that is able to exist within

Imperial Rome, and this forms the true web of Martial’s epigrams. He needs this web of personages as an

author for material for his work, handouts from patrons to survive, and pleasure when he rests from his

literary endeavors. This could only be possible for Martial in the great metropolis of Rome, home to a

million residents. His work should therefore be seen in his own time as part of a guide to this urban

capital and its excesses, a guide that reflects Martial’s own elite viewpoint—even if there are occasional

discourses on drafty, cramped apartments. Martial:

His poetry could be described as a social guide in both its senses. First, his poetry reflected and in
effect was a catalogue of the social practices and views of his audience…Secondly Martial was a
social guide in that his poetry illustrated and thus encouraged proper behavior to his reader at a
personal level...he ridiculed socially aberrant and dangerously destructive conduct…This praise
and ridicule had the effect of reaffirming and strengthening the traditional structure of society.68

Martial is here a morality poet, but he uses his morality poetry to describe “a world where these social

barriers have crumbled. And the veneer of hypocrisy and pretense which overlays…stimulate still further

the poet’s mordant and obscene wit.”69 This is Martial’s urbanity, and this is what makes him relevant to

69 Sullivan and Boyle, Martial in English, xviii.
68 Art L. Spisak, Martial: A Social Guide, (London: Duckworth, 2007), 12-13.
67 Livingstone and Nisbet, Epigram, 110.
66 Luke Roman, "Martial and the City of Rome," The Journal of Roman Studies 100 (2010): 90-91.
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societies in the Early Modern Period. The authors receiving Martial in Early Modern England are

reconstructing this urbanity, this mockery into a useful construct which can be used to make acceptable

critiques of their opponents and contemporary society. By using epigrams, both Martial and his imitators

are able to “strip the veneer of spontaneity from the social ‘rules,’ articulating what usually goes

unspoken, and particularly the expectation of reciprocity that is to central to relations between the

elite…”70 To survive and thrive within this society, with its hypocrisies and expectations of behavior,

requires an artful dodge of a man. Martial memorably lays this out when admonishing a provincial friend

of his intent on coming to Rome:

An honest man and a poor one, true-tongued and true-hearted, you are heading for Rome: what are
you thinking of, Fabianus? You can’t figure as a pimp or reveler, nor summon trembling
defendants in a voice of doom, nor can you seduce a dear friend’s wife, nor can you rise for chilly
old hogs, nor sell empty smoke around the Palace, nor clap…What will you live on, poor soul? “A
man of his word, a loyal friend”—there’s nothing to that…71

Rome here is a confidence trick, full of low-life characters, parasites, and hustlers. It has no room for an

honest man or a loyal friend like Fabianus—but maybe a space for a poet seeking to lampoon it.

Lastly, there were the politics of Rome, and her murderous intrigues under Nero and Domitian. The

epigram was wrapped up with courtly life, “But the relation between the epigram and court was not

always benign…the scoptic epigram tends toward the anonymous, which allows it to stand for the voice

of people…in the last years of Nero’s reign ‘many poems in Greek or Latin were posted up or passed

around.’”72 Politics could be dangerous—Domitian was famously paranoid and murderous (admittedly in

histories written after he was dead), and as Martial’s formative years in the city proved, poets like Lucan

were not safe. Martial’s attacks were limited to societal transgressors, and were not a radical call for the

restoration of the Roman Republic. His political alignment, if it existed at all, was tied up with that of the

Flavian Dynasty:

Martial's urban poetics can be contextualized both in the broader perspective of Rome's
development into an imperial capital and cosmopolis, and in terms of a nearer focus on the
specific interests of Vespasian and his successors in establishing the city's stability, physical
integrity, and public amenities.73

Here Martial’s politics are reflective of his urban setting. By describing the physical environs of the city

and its monuments, he glorifies the Flavian regime and their building projects. His first little book, the

73 Roman, "Martial and the City of Rome," 90.
72 Fitzgerald, Martial and the World of the Epigram, 32.
71 Mart. IV.5, Epigrams, Loeb Classical Library 94, 281.
70 Fitzgerald, Martial and the World of the Epigram, 10.
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Liber de Spectaculis, was a celebration of the opening of the Colosseum—the Flavian Amphitheater, a

testament to that dynasty’s power, prestige, and legitimacy.

Martial’s urban character is therefore the background to, and the product of, his mockery of Roman

society and its transgressors, the political program of the Flavians, and the thousands of Romes that

existed—from the palatial domi of the elite to the cramped insulae of the poor. If Martial had morality, it

was an urban morality, based off his specific time and place. To his imitators, his morality and urban

character would be up to them to reconstruct.

c. Circulation through the Middle Ages

A few decades after Martial’s death, the adopted son of the Emperor Hadrian, Lucius Aelius, was said to

have referred to Martial as his Virgil—whether for the shock value of comparing Martial to the man who

was seen as Rome’s greatest poet, or attempting to appeal to the aesthetic sensibilities of his adoptive

father (a keen epigrammatist in Greek), is unknown.74 Regardless, the statement reflects the continuing

popularity of Martial with certain segments of Roman life, in this case the very pinnacle of Rome’s

elite—and his persistent ability to shock Roman audiences even after his death. Even a poet who

denigrated emperors was able to find favor in the eyes of a potential Caesar. Lucius Aelius and Hadrian

would have been reading Martial in his original context, inside the same society of imperial Rome that

characterized his work. When they received Martial, they were doing in continuity with his original

writings, without the severance of Rome’s collapse. While epigram as a Roman (and Greek) form would

continue, it would never find the same prolific practitioner as Martial.

Martial survived the Middle Ages, escaping the great cull of Latin and Greek literature fairly comfortably,

even if the circumstances surrounding his writing was severed. His manuscripts from the period are

numerous enough to be grouped into three branches, for a total of twelve surviving manuscripts made

from the ninth to twelfth centuries CE, which were compiled and revised into a complete edition in

1471.75 He is attested in Charlemagne’s palace library, and was cited by several Carolingian poets,

including in a panegyric to Charlemagne—suggesting his reputation as a flatterer to emperors had

survived as well.76 He also apparently survives in Anglo-Saxon England, with one early twentieth century

scholar, J.D.A. Ogilvy, finding traces of quotes from Martial in the works of St. Boniface and the

Venerable Bede, and tracing one of them to St. Isidore of Seville’s own usage.77 Speaking of Isidore,

Martial survived the Middle Ages in his homeland of Spain, if not with the same luster that surrounded

77 J.D.A. Ogilvy, Books Known to Anglo-Latin Writers from Aldhelm to Alcuin, (Cambridge: The Mediaeval
Academy of America, 1936), 63.

76 Sullivan, Martial, The Classical Heritage Vol. 3, 6.
75 Bailey, Loeb Classical Library 94, 7-9.
74 Livingstone and Nisbet, Epigram, 111.
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his fellow-countrymen Seneca and Lucan (Martial was still playing catch-up hundreds of years later).

Manuscripts are known to have existed in Salamanca, and Hernando Columbus, son of the explorer, read

and kept Martial.78 Martial would have to wait until the Renaissance to truly regain popularity in his

homeland however.

Martial experienced a slight amount of popularity with Anglo-Norman churchmen and writers in the

eleventh and twelfth centuries, being particularly quoted by Godfrey of Winchester and John of Salisbury,

who referred to him as “Martial the Cook” (Martialis Cocus). It is unknown how this rather unlikely

sobriquet came about—Sullivan suggests a corruption of a Latin text by a monk, but the nickname lived

on and even gained an origin story in the fifteenth century: “it was suggested that the reason for the name

was that, just as ordinary cooks heat away noxious juices from meat and make it suitable for human

consumption, so Martial by his satire removes the poison of vice from the human heart and renders it safe

for the admission of future…”79 This statement by itself shows some of the interpretations of Martial that

were circulating. In this telling, Martial the Cook is a moral agent, using his satire to improve the virtue of

his readers—a rather unique moralistic interpretation of his writings, demonstrating the different readings

and constructions of Martial possible.

Godfrey of Winchester in particular sought to imitate the writings of Martial, “his own three hundred or

so moral and historical epigrams that his productions were promiscuously bound up with those of his

model in some MS anthologies and sometimes cited as the products of Martial’s own pen.”80 This again

shows the receptive and constructed nature of Martial and his body of work, and how reception studies

can work both forwards and backwards across a chronological span—Godfrey, branching from Martial, is

bound back in again. The authors were so alike as to be confused—despite the historical and moral tone

of Godfrey’s work, together with Martial it was all able to be seen by later authors as indistinguishable.

With creators like these, Martial’s work was handed down—with modifications, nicknames, and

imitators—to the Renaissance.

80 Sullivan, Martial, The Classical Heritage Vol. 3, 9.
79 Sullivan, Martial, The Classical Heritage Vol. 3, 7-8.

78 Luisa Lopez Grigera, “Iberian Peninsula,” in A Companion to the Classical Tradition, ed. Craig Kallendorf
(Oxford: Blackwell, 2007), 195.
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IV. Printings and Imitations of Martial in Early Modern England
My book is thumbed by hard centurions beside Mars’ standards in Getic frosts, and Britain is said
to recite my verses. What’s the use? My purse knows nothing of all that.81

a. Martial’s Transmission in the Renaissance

The cultural movement of the Renaissance sought to recover classical texts and utilize their teachings to

inaugurate a new European age, equal in the minds of its practitioners to a supposed golden age of Greece

and Rome —and Martial’s work was not left to be out. Through the popularity of his work, the epigram

came to enjoy new prominence throughout Early Modern Europe. The manuscripts of the Middle Ages,

located in monasteries across Europe, transmitted by Muslim scholars, or carried with them by Byzantine

refugees were copied anew. Martial, lurking in the monasteries, copied by the Godfreys of Italy, Germany,

and Switzerland, was soon rediscovered by the new humanist scholars seeking out ancient texts. To give

one account of rediscovery—among several others--the great Florentine author Boccaccio (author of the

Decameron) discovered a manuscript of Martial’s collected Epigrams in the monastery of Montecassino

in the 1300s.82 Burckhardt discussed some of the attractions of Martial in this period for the Italian

humanists, as a model for achieving fame as an artist. This brought about many translations and imitations

of Martial, using his verse to mock, praise, moralize, and satirize Renaissance Italy. As one example, the

great humanist and architect Leon Batista Alberti used Martial as a moral example, his own epigrams

often containing “a pattern common in Martial's epigrams: the resolution of a conflict or crisis in a verbal

punch line.”83 Martial would also find political imitators in Renaissance Italy, seeking to capitalize on his

urban character and reputation for obscenity:

Martial’s poetry would be plundered by the anonymous authors of Renaissance Rome who posted
scurrilous epigrams on the torso of an ancient sculpture known as the Pasquino. These
‘pasquinades’ recycled phrases and epigrams of Martial to lambaste the popes…84

Here Martial is undermining Rome’s new ruling regime via his interaction with their urban monuments

instead of supporting them, as he did with the Flavian emperors. His reputation as an author able to

remove the veil and hypocrisy from social transgressions, made him the perfect format for attacking the

corruption and imbroglios of the Vatican.

Speaking of attacking the corruption of the Vatican, Martial also found a surprising imitator in Martin

Luther, who rewrote several of Martial’s epigrams to create a Christian message attacking Martial and

84 Fitzgerald, Martial and the World of the Epigram, 33.
83 Marsh, ""Lasciva Est Nobis Pagina, Vita Proba": Martial and Morality in the Quattrocento," 203.

82 David Marsh, ""Lasciva Est Nobis Pagina, Vita Proba": Martial and Morality in the Quattrocento," Memoirs of the
American Academy in Rome 51/52 (2006): 199.

81 Mart. XI.3, Epigrams Loeb Classical Library 480, 5.
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Epicurean philosophy.85 Luther was a well-versed Biblical humanist, conversant in many of the Latin and

Greek classics, but what makes this surprising was that he often disparaged Martial in his writings:

“Luther condemned a young humanist at Wittenberg, Simon Lemnius, as ‘an imitator of Martial,’

describing him ‘as the most shameful and disgusting poet of them all.’”86 So while to uptight men like

Luther Martial may have been shameful and disgusting, even this sinner could be rearranged, brushed up,

and made acceptable to Christian minds. Luther essentially turned Martial on himself, recognizing his

value as a literary satirist and constructing a new form out of Martial’s epigrams, even if his original

content was unacceptable.

It was possible to go too far when imitating Martial—one scholar, Antonius Panormita, wrote a collection

of epigrams, the Hermaphroditus (1425), containing many poems imitating Martial (along with Ovid and

Catullus) on topics such as patronage, urban life, sodomy, and oral sex.87 The work was promptly

condemned by the church, and many copies were burned.88 Martial would ultimately be placed on the

Vatican’s Index Librorum Prohibitorum, for the stated reason that his erotic work was considered

dangerous to Christian morality—although his frequent appearances on Pasquino certainly did not

help—forming a neat coda to his popularity in the Italian peninsula.89 The contradictions in these two

approaches, the moral and the immoral, were summed up by the fifteenth century poet Giovanni Pontano:

Valerius Martial, the most technically skilled writer of an epigram, makes a lot of jokes in them,
but he is more often sarcastic rather than amusing, although pleasure too is generated…Moreover
in some of his epigrams there are, as it were, deeply concealed barbs… either quite obscene in
themselves and scurrilous, or extremely melodramatic or bitter: this is in fact a Spanish trait…His
epigrams on general topics however are of considerable cleverness and exquisite subtlety…his
language is particularly personal, and it seduces the reader and audience not only on first blush,
but also after close analysis, continuing to leave in the mind a certain quiet frisson, as it were.90

Martial in this construction is sarcastic, melodramatic, obscene, although occasionally amusing—on

account of his Spanish nature. His work is seductive and personal, and can continue to roil the mind long

after reading. Pontano captures the danger and delight of reading Martial in the Renaissance, how he can

alert us to moral shortcomings while also containing his own brand of vulgarity in the Renaissance mind.

b. Society, Culture and Renaissance in Early Modern England

The cultural movement of the Renaissance eventually arrived in England in the mid-1500s CE,

introducing a humanist form of education that placed great value on the classics. These texts found a

90 Sullivan, Martial, The Classical Heritage Vol. 3, 84.
89 Sullivan, Martial, The Classical Heritage Vol. 3, 19.
88 Sullivan, Martial, The Classical Heritage Vol. 3, 13.
87 Marsh, ""Lasciva Est Nobis Pagina, Vita Proba": Martial and Morality in the Quattrocento," 200.
86 Springer, "Martin's Martial: Reconsidering Luther's Relationship with the Classics,” 44.

85 Carl P. E. Springer, "Martin's Martial: Reconsidering Luther's Relationship with the Classics," International
Journal of the Classical Tradition 14, no. 1/2 (2007): 24-25.
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ready home at England’s already existing universities, which until then had placed great emphasis on the

Medieval Scholastic method of teaching: “Students and scholars at Oxford and Cambridge benefitted

from the new learning and a proliferation of classical texts thanks to the printing press and the

introduction of the new humanist curriculum…”91 With universities and printing presses to amplify

classical texts, they swiftly spread throughout England and then seeped slowly across the rest of the

British Isles. All of Britain and Ireland were in the process of being transformed in this period, slowly

gelling over the course of the Early Modern Period into the United Kingdom, with its British Empire and

unique political traditions. This was the backdrop for Martial’s “second life”, and the society and culture

resident in England would find a unique resonance with his work.

A large part of that backdrop was a hierarchical society not too dissimilar to Martial’s Rome. Martial,

writing in a world with its slaves, freedmen, equestrians, senators, and emperors; would have appreciated

English society’s strictly defined “four degrees of people”. There were the gentlemen of the countryside,

among whom the peerage and lords were numbered; the wealthy citizens and burgesses of the cities, a

nascent middle class; the yeomanry with their small independent farms; and lastly the numerous day

laborers, servants, and husbandmen who performed much of the physical labor (who as one contemporary

author put it had ‘”neither voice nor authoritie in the common wealthe, but are to be ruled and not to rule

other”92)—above all of which, and outside of, was the monarchy.93 This hierarchy was enforced, in dress,

speech, and manner, among a thousand other small indignities:

Woe betide anyone who violated the rules, forgetting to cede place to someone above him or
attempting to pass through a door before his betters or thoughtlessly sitting somewhere at church
or at a dinner table where he did not belong. William Combe, the squire of a town near Stratford,
sent a person named Hicox to Warwick Jail and refused bail because he “did not behave himself
with such respect in his presence it seemeth he looked for.”94

How exactly did Hicox offend Squire Combe? The sources do not say. But it was not entirely unbending.

Much as in Martial’s world, where a slave could become a freedman, and a freedman could become vastly

wealthy, there was genuine opportunity for social advancement and achievement in Early Modern

England, a chance for anyone with enough brains and luck to ascend into the highest status, that of

gentleman:

Again, gentle status could be achieved as well as inherited…its reality as a status dependent upon
a compound of occupation, wealth, and life-style in addition to and sometimes independent of

94 Stephen Greenblatt, Will in the World: How Shakespeare became Shakespeare, (New York: W. W. Norton, 2004),
76.

93 Wrighton, English Society 1580-1680, 27.
92 Keith Wrighton, English Society 1580-1680, (New Brunswick: Rutgers University Press, 1982), 27.
91 Dandelet, The Renaissance of Empire in Early Modern Europe, 249.
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birth. He [Harrison, an Early Modern author] also gave frank recognition to the reality of social
mobility, to the fact that the social order’s apparent stability was a condition not of stasis, but of
dynamic equilibrium.95

The most famous example of social climbing in this period would be that of Thomas Cromwell, Henry

VIII’s dynamic minister, born a yeoman’s son.96 Cromwell would rise with his master’s favor to be a

gentleman, eventually being made a peer before losing Henry’s favor and his head. Cromwell is exactly

the kind of figure Martial would have lampooned and attacked (compare the poem attacking the freedman

Callistratus at the beginning of this essay), a social striver who sought to blur the lines of birth with his

talent and the patronage of Henry VIII.

The key element in this hierarchical society, and that offered a chance of climbing it, was patronage.

Martial himself operated in a web of patronage and clientage, with patrons ranging from Lucan’s widow

Polla to the emperors Titus and Domitian. He would have understood perfectly this definition of

patronage as practiced in Early Modern England by a recent scholar:

Relationships of patronage and clientage, paternalism and deference, involved, like neighborliness,
a degree of reciprocity and a sense of social obligation. What distinguished them above all was the
fact that this was a reciprocity in unequal obligations. Such relationships stemmed from the
existence of permanent inequalities and were based upon the recognition of the power of one party
and the dependence of the other.97

These relationships were not as formalized as they were in ancient Rome, with its rituals of clientage.

Martial was after all the writer who sought to strip the veneer of hypocrisy from these reciprocal

relationships.98 But they were binding, even if there were always opportunities to make fun of them, much

as Martial had: “young men and women of humble birth interacted daily with their masters and mistresses

and showed them due obedience for the most part, even if they could sing in the alehouse of their ability

to ‘doe my master too/when my master turnes his back’.”99 There was also the court centered around the

monarch, and the patronage they could bestow, much as Titus and Domitian had favored Martial. English

monarchs, steeped in humanist learning, sought to patronize artists and writers in their quests for refined

Renaissance courts. When it came to poetry, the premier form was not the epigram but the sonnet:

Sonnet writing was in its most prestigious and defining form the sophisticated game of courtiers.
Sir Thomas Wyatt…had made it fashionable in the reign of Henry VIII…The challenge of the
game was to sound as intimate, self-revealing, and emotionally vulnerable as possible, without
actually disclosing anything compromising to anyone outside the innermost circle.100

100 Greenblatt, Will in the World: How Shakespeare became Shakespeare, 234.
99 Wrighton, English Society 1580-1680, 72.
98 Fitzgerald, Martial and the World of the Epigram, 10.
97 Wrighton, English Society 1580-1680, 65.
96 Diarmaid MacCulloch, Thomas Cromwell: A Revolutionary Life, (New York: Viking, 2018), 10.
95 Wrighton, English Society 1580-1680, 28.
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Although sonnets were considered more prestigious than epigrams, the same ideas applied to

both—although replace emotionally vulnerable with satirizing your enemies at court. Sir Thomas Wyatt

even found a patron of his poetry (and personal life) in Thomas Cromwell himself: “Cromwell was one of

the executors of Sir Henry’s will in 1536, and benevolent patron of his problematic if very talented son

Thomas.”101 This system of social obligation would provide Early Modern writers support even as it

invited their ridicule, just as it had for Martial.

Martial’s readership in this period would have been the educated, ambitious yeomen, citizens, and

gentlemen like Cromwell. For yeomen and citizens of the towns and cities, education was the key to

upward mobility, while “To the gentlemen who swarmed into the universities…education had become a

social necessity and higher education a desirable means of shaping themselves to the fashionable pattern

of the gentleman scholar.”102 For all who went to university, and were immersed in the new humanistic

education, a “degree of cultural cohesiveness which went over and beyond common consciousness of

rank” emerged.103 This was Martial’s readership, his fan base—and it was almost entirely men. There was

some broader literacy outside of those who went to university—an estimated 30 per cent for men (no

numbers exist for female literacy), judging by the Protestation Oath against King Charles I taken in

1642—but for many the only book they would have had access to would have been the Bible.104 The

number of readers able to access Martial then, a lot less than 30 percent of men, maps on to what scholars

estimate male Roman literacy rates to be, “well under 20 percent of adult men. It must have been much

higher in urban communities…There are indications too that ‘functional literacy’ gave even the

‘middling’ people some stake in what we would think of as high classical culture.”105 It is this tiny

percentage of the population in Early Modern England that we must keep in mind as taking part in the

cultural movement that was the Renaissance, and sought to recreate and harness Martial to their own

ends.

The last element of society and culture in Early Modern England to mention is sex. Sexual mores formed

an important part of Martial’s work, and an unusual, aberrant, or deformed sex life was ample grounds for

attack by Martial:

Do you ask why your Caelia has only eunuchs, Pannychus? Caelia wants to be fucked, but not to
have children.106

106 Mart. VI.67, Epigrams, Loeb Classical Library 95, 53.
105 Mary Beard, SPQR, (New York: Liveright Publishing, 2015), 470.
104 Wrighton, English Society 1580-1680, 198.
103 Wrighton, English Society 1580-1680, 200-201.
102 Wrighton, English Society 1580-1680, 196.
101 MacCulloch, Thomas Cromwell: A Revolutionary Life, 175.
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It was attitudes like these, an openness to write about anal and oral sex, homosexual sex, what would is

now defined as sodomy—sex not for the purpose of procreation—that would prove difficult, but not

impossible, for Early Modern writers to overcome, conditioned as they were by Christianity. There would

be no Polycharmi willing to step forward. Even if men were seen as superior to women, and as a result

some modern authors write that “sodomy was strictly prohibited by religious teaching and the law, but

that prohibition aside, it was perfectly understandable that men would love and desire men.”107 After all,

some modern authors argue, Shakespeare had his Fair Youth, and King James I his favorites to fondle.108

These are outliers though, and to most of Early Modern England, many of the sexual references in Martial

would have gone right over their heads. Here the coded references of Martial, the way he could be

constructed to convey messages and satirize contemporaries by imitators and translators, took place. Ben

Jonson, the great playwright, poet and friend of Shakespeare, was fascinated with the references to oral

sexuality in Martial’s work, and scribbled extensive marginalia in his personal copy of Martial’s

Epigrams. The satire of Martial inspired him—even if he was often unable to use references in his plays

because of obscenity:

On one hand, Jonson's greatest play would seem to be a gleeful exploitation of the self-abasing
proclivities of characters like Corvino, Corbaccio, and Sir Politic Would- Be; however, it also
offers a deeply disturbing social vision in which rank and identity become empty placeholders,
drained of meaning by a frenzy of adoption and disinheritance, adultery and divorce, transvestism
and impersonation. In Martial's references to fellatio and cunnilingus, Jonson may have found an
instrument of satirical aggression that was liberated from the social anxieties of his own historical
context. In any case, it was an instrument he could not use.109

There were alternatives available in Martial’s own verse to Early Modern writers looking to attack the

sexual habits of their contemporaries, or just seeking to translate Martial into English for a wider

audience. Robert Fletcher published in London in 1656 a collection of Martial’s epigrams and his own

poetry, entitled Ex Otio Negotium (or From Leisure, Labor) and took up the task of translating some of

Martial’s more risqué poems. Here is his translation of the epigram mocking Pannychus, Caelia, and her

eunuchs:

Pannicus dost desire to know
Why thy Gellia keeps I trow
Eunuches only with her still?
Tis thy cunning Gellia's will,

109 Bruce Thomas Boehrer, "Renaissance Classicism and Roman Sexuality: Ben Jonson's Marginalia and the Trope
of "Os Impurum"," International Journal of the Classical Tradition 4, no. 3 (1998): 380.

108 Greenblatt, Will in the World: How Shakespeare became Shakespeare, 333.
107 Greenblatt, Will in the World: How Shakespeare became Shakespeare, 253.
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To have the secret active sport,
Yet feel no throws nor anguish for't110

Fletcher avoids the word sex or any of the terms Martial uses while still conveying the message of the

epigram in English. Here is Martial and his sexual satire as formed into a shape that can be conveyed and

appreciated by an Early Modern English audience. Society and culture had formed an audience that

sought to create a Martial they could replicate—they just had to strip away some of the obscenities first

unless they wished to publish anonymously.

Hierarchy, patronage, education, and sex could all be found in England’s burgeoning cities in this period,

most of all London. All these factors come intertwine and come into play when talking about the growth

of cities in this period:

In the very crudest terms, the sudden deluge of epigrams in the period 1590-1630 coincided with a
particularly rapid acceleration in the rate of London's growth, when the population more than
doubled to well over a quarter million souls. But the statistics only suggest havoc wreaked upon
the social fabric by this burgeoning city…had taught Renaissance thinkers to define the city first
of all through its human resources…The young Philip Sidney similarly advised his brother that a
knowledge of cities is "not to have seene townes, and marked their buildinges," but "the knowing
of their religions, pollicies, lawes, bringing upp of their children and such like.”111

Sidney is describing not the physical geography of the city, but its metaphysical geography, the societal

webs and culture of the people present. Other English epigrammatists harped on this theme:

The English epigrammatists were typically gentlemen of a wide swallow, and their poems treat a
variety of topics, but a major strand of their work is colored by the spirit invoked by Sir John
Davies when he sends his ‘merry Muse unto that merry towne [London], / . . . Where all good wits
and spirits love to be.’112

Davies’s Muse is in the city, where it can nourish him with the society and culture he needs to write these

epigrams. This is the backdrop to where we find Martial and his “second life”. This is where the

transmission and imitation of Martial took place, and this was the character of the people who were

reading these translations and imitations.

c. English Printings of Martial

Printings of Martial in Latin, English translations, and imitations abounded in the Early Modern period.

The following seven English-language versions, chronologically ordered, are a small sample of the total,

112 Manley, “Proverbs, Epigrams, and Urbanity in Renaissance London,” 256.

111 Lawrence Manley, “Proverbs, Epigrams, and Urbanity in Renaissance London,” English Literary Renaissance 15,
no. 3 (Autumn 1985): 265-266.

110R. Fletcher trans, Ex otio negotium. or, martiall his epigrams translated, with sundry poems and fancies, (London,
1656), 58.
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and serve as a representation of what receiving Martial’s work could accomplish.113 All of the eight works

were printed in London, and likely consumed by London’s urban populace or to gentlemen or yeomen

from the countryside doing business in the city. Translations and imitations often served to be one and the

same thing, as many translators felt the need to improvise upon Martial’s own verse in order to

demonstrate their own abilities as a poet, and to account for translating Martial’s concise Latin idiom into

the more expansive English diction. Moreover by translating into English, they gave themselves free reign

for innovation and experimentation with Martial’s verse, and were also able to reach a wider reading

audience who might not know Latin.

All of these authors, in translating Martial, begged the pardon of the learned members of their audiences

in case they had made any translation errors, and often dedicated the work to a patron or some lord whose

notice they wished to attract. This was the heyday of the amateur poet, and many of these men (and they

are all men) held other jobs as lawyers, clergy, and schoolteachers. All these factors help explain Martial’s

popularity with them—he provided a model, a template for their output. They were not passive imitators,

but instead attracted to different qualities of the work they sought to highlight and put towards their own

goals. These authors also were in dialogue with Martial, comparing themselves to him and vying to top

his work. They were living in an urban, hierarchical, interconnected society of their own.

The first translation was by one Thomas May, a Cambridge educated poet, who published Selected

Epigrams of Martial, Englished by Thomas May in 1629. May gives fairly standard translations of some

of Martial’s more notable epigrams. What is interesting is that he dedicated his work the Chancellor of the

University, Henry, the Earl Holland, demonstrating the connection between university-educated

gentlemen and the humanist pattern of learning present conveyed by the Renaissance:

My noble Lord,

I Should not present, without much Apologie, someane a Worke to a hand so honorable, did not a
confidence in your true worth, and the clearenese of mine owne thoughts, give me
Encouragement. Therfore with the same modesti that the ingenious Author of these Epigrams
presented some of them to Plinius Secundus, a noble Roman of happy employment under Traian
the Emperour do I offer these my poore Endeavours to your Lordship… since I confesse the
difference to bee great betweene so acute an Authour, and my selfe the vnworthy Translatour.
Onely requesting humbly that you would be pleased in this little to accept my true service…114

In the dedication of the work Thomas May is portraying himself as Martial and the Earl Holland as Pliny

the Younger, discreetly flattering both himself as an ingenious author and the Earl as a famous author and

114 Thomas May, trans., Selected Epigrams of Martial. Englished by Thomas May, (London: Printed for T. Walkley,
1629), 2-4.

113 All the following translations and imitations are from the manuscript collections of the British and Bancroft
Libraries, although several of them can also be found online at Early English Books Online.
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counselor to emperors. Martial is shown here as modest, as May projects back the emotion he wishes to

convey: humility. May also reveals to the modern reader the diverse network of gentlemen engaged in

translating the classics, many of whom had already translated Martial and were skilled in deciphering his

work:

THe Translation of these Epigramms is a thing (Reader) which I confesse for divers Reasons I was
leath to publish: One is, because they are but a part of Martiall, and chosen out here and there; so
that I am lyable to a double censure, and not only the skill in translating, but the judgement in
choosing of them may be called in question. ..The second reason is, because it is more than
probable, that divers Gentlemen have exercised or pleased themselves in translating some of these,
and may therefore peruse mine with a more rigid censure. but that I must referre to the goodnesse
of their dispositions….115

This attests to Martial’s popularity in this period and the capability of the Early Modern audience to

recognize when certain epigrams were left out, and to loudly protest about it—even if May wraps this

information in his humility.

The next author, Robert Fletcher, published his Ex Otio Negotium in 1656, and as we have already seen

from his treatment of Caelia and the eunuchs, was unafraid of Martial’s obscenities—even if he did not

always translate them, all the more impressive considering he was writing against the Puritan backdrop of

Cromwell’s Commonwealth. Fletcher presents his work to the reader as the product of his youth:

I Here present thee with the scatterd Papers of my Youth: which if they want that seriousness and
solemn thoughts which become the ticklish stage of so catching a world, let me beseech thy
pardon: had I sacrificed to thy view a volume beyond exception: it had Anticipated thy Clemency,
and left thee no occasion to have exercised thy goodnesse. But I am not of that number that dares
Challenge the sharpe-sighted Censure of the times; and conceive their Papers as their persons
beyond fault or defection. If I have not rendred the accute fancy of my most ingenious Author in
its pure & genuine dress, as his own Pen hath deliverd him in; ascribe the faile to my weakness,
not my will…If my looser minutes shall either please or profit thee, I have my end: If not, I have
my desire, may I be thought worthy to be acknowledged.116

These scattered papers of his youth perhaps accounts for the title Ex Otio Negotium, for out of the leisure

of Fletcher’s youth had come this labored work of English and Latin poetry, a combination of several

dozen of Martial’s epigrams in translation with some original works by Fletcher at the end. It is

interesting to note Fletcher comments on “the sharpe-sighted Censure of the times”, he pleads that he has

plenty of fault and defection, but Martial has none, any failures are Fletcher’s own. He seeks only

acknowledgement, echoing Burckhardt’s claim about the Renaissance poets using the epigram as a

116 Fletcher, Ex otio negotium, 3-5.
115 May, Selected Epigrams of Martial, 4-7.
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method of fame. But the last poem in the collection, an original composition of Fletcher’s, reveals perhaps

a more political message to this collection of epigrams:

The Engagement Stated
Begon Expositor: The Text is plain
No Church, no Lord, no Law, no Soveraign…
Away with mental reservations, and
Senses of Oaths in files out-vy the Strand.
Here's hell truss'd in a thimble, in a breath,
Dares face the hazard of the second death.
Old Rome lament thy infancy in sin,
We perfect what thou trembled'st to begin
Blush then to see thy self out done. But all
The world may grieve tis epidemical.
Heaven frownes indeed. But what makes hell enraged?
Sweet Pluto be at peace, we have Engaged.
FINIS.117

Here, Martial’s sinful old Rome was but an infant compared to England now, without Church, Lord, Law,

or Sovereign. Fletcher’s desire to use the risqué oeuvre of Martial seems more a deliberate choice, to

contrast Rome’s morality with England’s, using Martial as a moral barometer.

The antiquarian and lawyer James Wright published his own extravagantly titled collection of

epigrams, containing Martial in English, contemporary translated epigrams, and the moral epigrams of

pseudo-Cato (the Late Antique Cato’s Morality, a collection of distichs) in 1663, the Sales

Epigrammatum, or Epigrammatic Salt. The work was dedicated to another learned gentleman:
To the right worshipful Sir William Bromley…Wherefore I have in this dedication, not
improperly, made choice of you, who are yourself a chief favorite of the Muses. One who
understands the original as well as the copy; and could perceive and censure a fault (if possible) in
Martial…with as much facility as in this translation. Which translation, if it shall gain your fair
opinion, I know none of like worth, and ingenuity with yourself, will differ from you censure: As
for those of a contrary character, I shall value neither their applause, nor discommendation.118

This dedication again shows just how Martial was considered part of a gentleman’s repertoire, and how

classical epithets—“favored of the Muses”—were put to use lauding contemporary luminaries. Wright

goes on to explain his title, how the point of the epigram is the salt it contains:
To the Reader, Generally in Epigrams of six, eight, or ten verses, the Salt, the Concept of all is
referred to a Distick [two verse epigram] in the end, and there expressed: thus you see dipsticks in
general, are Sales Epigrammatum…Thou mayst perchance be pleased with my version; if not in
all, yet in some places: If not in any, yet I am sure no lover of ingenuous poesie can dislike the
original. Wonder not to see me deviate from the letter in this translation, it being either to

118 James Wright, trans., Sales Epigrammatum: being the choicest disticks of Martials fourteen books of Epigrams;
and of all the chief Latine Poets that have writ in these two last centuries. Together with Cato's Morality. Made
English by James Wright. Lat. & Eng., (London: Printed by T. R. for Christopher Eccleston, 1663), A2.

117 Fletcher, Ex otio negotium, 257-259.
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heighthen or clear the conceipt: for it is Quintilian’s advice, neque paraphrasin esse
interpretationem tantum volo, sed circa eosdem sensus certamen atque aemulationem [I wish
neither that paraphrase is only interpretation, but rather to rival and vie with the original]…that
translators should add all that they can by their own wit and invention, not deserting the
subject…And now Reader, proceed to examine freely, but censure favorably the following
translation of your servant, JW.119

Wright demonstrates here with his quote from the ancient Roman rhetorician Quintilian that his

translation seeks to vie with the original—Martial—himself. He sketches this by having the Latin and

English versions of the epigrams facing each other on the pages, showing both the original and his own

concise translation attempt at it:
Epig. II. To Pontilianus.
Why send I not to thee these Books of mine?
'Cause I, Pontilian, would be free from thine.

Epig. II. Ad Pontilianum.
Cur non mitto meos tibi, Pontiliane, libellos?
Ne mihi tu mittas, Pontiliane, tuos.120

It must be said that Wright does not elaborate too much on Martial, sticking to a very literal translation of

his epigrams. But Wright does pair Martial and his salt with other contemporary epigrammatists and

moral epigrams, sketching a living tradition and tracing the webs of influence and competition occurring

among humanists in Wright’s period.

The otherwise unknown editor Giles Widdowes in 1674 sought to translate the first book of Martial, the

Liber de Spectaculis, producing the M. Val. Martialis. Spectaculorum liber, Paraphrais'd. He justifies

himself in doing so as:
for our poet in himself is so sweet and elegant, that to make him speak no more in English than he
does in Latin, would be to make him speak less. For his bare expression is more taking than our
wit, and our language however copious enough might be found barren in expressing Roman
idioms, as he hath ordered them. So that not to have engaged in this, onely because it is impossible
to it to advantage, seems to relish of their discretion, who knowingly they cannot merit heaven
desist from all endeavours. And this I guess to have been the onely cause why martial has not had
as good luck (if I may so term it) as other Poets.121

Widdowes acknowledges the conciseness of Martial’s form, what to him is its sweetness and elegance. He

sees Martial as unlucky compared to other poets, that his conciseness scares away translators who fear to

do him justice. Fortunately, Widdowes is on hand to correct such an injustice:

121 Giles Widdowes, ed., M. Val. Martialis. Spectaculorum liber. Paraphrais'd, (London: printed by H. Bruges for
Giles Widdowes, 1674), A3.

120 Wright, Sales Epigrammatum, 18-19.
119 Wright, Sales Epigrammatum, A3-A4.
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And it would be an unsufferable injury to the dead poet to think he having got so noble a theam,
should (as some others) disgrace it with his poetry. Titus now having finished his ampitheatre, that
prodigy of art and cost, & put it to the use designed for it, our poet, whether for his own reason of
dic mihi quid melius desdiolus agas [speak to me which you might best desire], or to get fame or
money, sets his muse a work for Caesar, to describe and applaud those sights the Romans enjoyed
by his bounty.122

For Widdowes, Martial’s noble theme was the improvements made to the city of Rome by the Flavians,

although he does acknowledge the other existing interests in fame and money.

To Caesar on his banishing the informers. Widdowes was writing only a few years after the Great Fire of

London in 1666 CE, which destroyed much of the old medieval center. Charles II sought to rebuild

London on a grand scale consistent with the imperial glory he saw England as possessing.123 Widdowes

seems to be speaking to that—a Caesar creates sights for his populace, houses them. There are also open

parallels between the work and Widdowes’s contemporary England:
The informers all are to Jamaica sent
And (thanks to Mighty Caesar) have,
What they so often gave,
To some a grave,
To some a banishment.
That they are useless, all must needs allow,
Caesar’s so good, none can speak treason now.124

Contrast this translation Widdowes provides of an epigram of Martial’s with Martial’s own original

epigram on the subject:

The informer is a fugitive in exile from the Ausonian city. This you may reckon amoung our
prince’s expenses.125

Widdowes is expanding on Martial’s verse then, spinning it to include Jamaica in the New World, where

convicts of his own time may be sent. Martial has been updated for the seventeenth century. Widdowes

then goes on at the end of his work to beg Charles II to take notice, and not spare a humble poet such as

himself:
To His Majesty
Pardon the hasty offspring of my muse
Which she at once conceived and did produce.
For Caesar’s royal word by charming might,
Can dub a poet as he does a knight.

125 Mart. Spect. 5, Epigrams, Loeb Classical Library 94, 17.
124 Widdowes, M. Val. Martialis. Spectaculorum liber. Paraphrais'd, 5.
123 Dandelet, The Renaissance of Empire in Early Modern Europe, 276.
122 Widdowes, M. Val. Martialis. Spectaculorum liber. Paraphrais'd, A3.
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My hasty zeal, I hope, may pardon win
Twas my allegiance that did make me sin.
The abortive issue yet I hope may live,
If Caesar shall but grant it a reprieve.
Thus seven months births live always longer then
The eighth, which seldom come to be old men.126

Widdowes is begging the attention of the monarch in his own style, much as Martial consistently begged

Domitian’s attention, to cast a small glance at his work and put aside the world’s cares. Caesar is now

explicitly compared to Charles II, and Widdowes is playing the role of Martial, beseeching patronage.

Henry Bonwicke in his 1695 work The epigrams of Martial. Englished. With some other pieces, ancient

and modern, which like Fletcher’s Ex Otio Negotium sought to combine Bonwicke and some associates

own poetry with translated epigrams of Martial in a single book. Bonwicke took a harsh approach, fully

diving into the satirical possibilities broached by translating Martial, starting with the stated moral aim of

his work:

Whose chance it is, to take in hand this Book,
In the Satyric-Mirror let him look;
Wherein, if Wise, with much delight he'll see,
From what fond Vice his Nobler Soul is free:
If Foolish, he'll astonish'd be to find,
A Stranger better knew, than he, his Mind:
And if he flys from so severe a School,
To wink, boots not, when others see the Fool.127

Martial here is explicitly a mirror for exposing the wise, ridding souls of vice (reminding us of how

Martial was portrayed as a Cook in the Middle Ages, removing foul things from the breast), while

castigating fools. Fools like the counterfeit knight encountered below in the text:

Ep. 28. On a counterfeit Knight.

For Garb, for Parts, all thee wou'd Noble rate,
If thou, Plebean, were't not in Estate.
To sit 'mongst Knights 'tis not a Grace so high,
To make thee pale, whene'er the Lictor's nigh.128

Bonwicke is echoing Martial’s ability to satirize the social climbers, the posturers, the pretenders, to strip

back their hypocrisy in terms a contemporary English audience would understand (apart from maybe the

128 Bonwicke, The epigrams of Martial. Englished, 117.

127H. Bonwicke, trans., The epigrams of Martial. Englished. With some other pieces, ancient and modern, (London,
Printed for H. Bonwicke, 1695), 2.

126 Widdowes, M. Val. Martialis. Spectaculorum liber. Paraphrais'd, 29-30.
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inclusion of the lictor, possibly a reference to the Roman censors). Bonwicke is not afraid to publish

epigrams exposing the failures of the monarchy:

Ep. 2. By Dr. Tho. Locky.
English'd.
How thick the Props to thy bless'd Scepter grow!
So Poor Men get, Cottages bring forth so:
A num'rous Issu's rare to th' Royal Bed,
A failing Line's here mourn'd, a Womb that 's dead.
All to a Prince belong'd, Heaven gave before,
And now it gives the Blessings of the Poor.129

This work discusses how the poor breed in abundance, but the reigning Stuart dynasty is incapable of

siring an heir. Their ill luck, their failing line, is contrasted with that of the blessed poor, who have

children in abundance—one is reminded of a reversal of Jonathan Swift’s satire on the subject of the

breeding poor, “A Modest Proposal”.

The next two works are anonymous, and promptly use that freedom to attack society in a much more

direct way. The English Martial’s original compositions were published in a pamphlet in 1698, The

English Martial. Wherein He Hath given a Diverting Idea of the Men and Things of Both Ages, in Select

Epigrams. Together with His Life, and Manner of Turning Poet. He is described by the similarly

anonymous author of the preface as having gone to Oxford, where he became an:

Acquaintance with Marcus Valerius Martialis; and was so much affected with his Wit and Humor,
that nothing would serve his turn, but he must needs attempt his Imitation. To do the Spaniard
Justice, I think we must allow him to be the most compleat master of Epigrams that ever Writ
before, or since; but then he liv’d at the Fountain Head, in the midst of Plenty and Ease; and
withal, had an Age to Write in, which not only afforded him a vast Variety of Subjects, but
likewise the advantage of Speaking his Mind without any manner of Jealousie or Apprehension.130

Martial is the fountain head, living in an age which afforded a “variety of subjects” and “the advantage of

speaking his mind without any manner of jealousy or apprehension”. This shows either a

misunderstanding of Martial’s Rome, with plenty of pitfalls for the indiscreet, or a desire by the author to

contrast a present that presumably lacked such a freedom of speech and variety of subjects with a

constructed past—for which Martial would prove perfect. The cause for such bitterness on the part of the

author might have to do with the circumstances by which he left Oxford:

130 Anonymous, trans., The English Martial. Wherein He Hath given a Diverting Idea of the Men and Things of Both
Ages, in Select Epigrams. Together with His Life, and Manner of Turning Poet ... This for January 1698/9, (London,
1698), A3.

129 Bonwicke, The epigrams of Martial. Englished, 309.
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After he had passed three or four years at Oxford, for some secret misdemeanours he was forced to
Abdicate, or rather was Abdicated by the University; form whence he steers to London, where
after abundance of insuccesful attempts for Preferment, at last he submits to the drudgery of a
schoolmaster; and under that capacity, at his Idle intervals, writs the following Epigrams.131

So this anonymous author, so familiar with Martial, also attended Oxford, but was one of the failures,

unable to use education as a springboard to higher things and stuck teaching youths in London. Or so the

image the anonymous author wishes to present, that of someone complaining of similar circumstances to

Martial, appears. The image appears even more similar on reading the first poem “The English Martial”

writes:

Martial to the Reader.
Without Formal Petition,
Thus stands my Condition,
I am closely blck’d up in my Garret;
Where I scribble and smoak,
And sadly invoke
The powerful Assistance of Claret…132

This passage recalls Martial’s own complaints about Rome’s crowded, chilly apartments, but transferred

to London’s own garrets, seedy top floor apartments. The pamphlet ends with a warning to itself, and

another reference to the characters of London:

To the Book
And yet, poor Book, when I foresee,
I have doom’d thee to engage
A dull, incorrigible Age;
I must confess, I own I pity thee.
The Gawdy Peacocks, and the Antick Apes,
And other empty things in Human Shapes;
The Sharpers, and the Whores, nay, all the Town
Will find thee Honest, and to cry thee down;133

London does not seek an honest man. It is fit only for sharpers and whores, gaudy peacocks and antic

apes, creatures in human shapes. This is the harshest attack on the city and its society, the work of

someone who had probably seen the gutter of London’s life. Married to Martial’s name, it becomes social

commentary, warning the honest man (and book) away much as Martial had warned his friend Fabianus

away from Rome.

133 Anonymous, The English Martial, 28.
132 Anonymous, The English Martial, 1.
131 Anonymous, The English Martial, A3.
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Stretching the chronological constraints of this essay is the second anonymous work, Martial Reviv'd: Or,

Epigrams, Satyrical, Panegyrical, Political, Moral, Elegiacal, Whimsical, and Comical. Above One

Hundred in Number, Etc., containing above one hundred original epigrams written in imitation of Martial,

published in the upper limit of the Early Modern period, 1725. The anonymous author provides a helpful

list on the title page on what exactly they are attacking with their epigrams:

Above One Hundred in Number, merrily but justly applied to all Sorts of Persons and Things. And
Particularly Inscribed to our Modern Courtiers, State Quacks, Fools, Lovers, Rakes, Beaus,
Libertines, Poets, Stockjobbers, Saints, Hypocrites, Priests, Ladies, Maids, Wives, Widows, etc.134

This is truly Martial revived—the author is striking across the entire spectrum of English (by this point,

British) society. The anonymous author goes on to compare Martial favorably with Virgil and Homer

(perhaps he had read about Lucius Aelius’s own thoughts on the matter) and praises the epigrammatic

compositions of English writers like Ben Jonson and William Shakespeare:

Tho’ Epigram has been esteemed the least considerable of the works in verse that Antiquity has
produced, yet its Beauty is sufficient at all Times to Recommend it; which consists either in a
delicate Turn, or some lucky Word…Martial terminates an ordinary Thought by some Word that is
surprising…Being short in nature, it is often formed upon Conceit, and always supported by sharp
hits of Fancy and wit. Martial, Ausonius, and others amongst the Ancients, who fell into this vein
of writing, indifferently applied it to all manner of subjects; and their works, in all Probability, will
be equally Lasting with those of Homer or Virgil, even Time itself. To come to our countrymen of
later Times, Ben Jonson, Shakespear…and many others of our celebrated poets, have been
exceedingly fond of their Epigrammatical Compositions; and in Them have transmitted to
posterity the strongest Testimonies of their Great Wit, and Delicacy of Thought.135

The author views the central point of the epigram as accomplishing a delicate turn to achieve surprise,

which Martial is the acknowledged master of.
On Exchange Alley
This Alley, Reverenc’d by the Knave,
At Length’s no Alley but a Grave;
Where thousands mis’rably are Doom’d,
And the whole Kingdom’s Fortune’s Tomb’d.136

Here part of London’s financial cityscape, Exchange Alley, is described as nothing but a trap for the

unfortunate. Another trap is that of patronage itself:
On Patrons.
The Patron True’s the best of Friends,
Who merit, in Distress, defends;
Whose great Reward is well bestow’d,
With just intent of doing Good:

136 Anonymous, Martial Reviv'd, 20.
135 Anonymous, Martial Reviv'd, A3-A5.

134 Anonymous, trans., Martial Reviv'd: Or, Epigrams, Satyrical, Panegyrical, Political, Moral, Elegiacal,
Whimsical, and Comical. Above One Hundred in Number, Etc., (1725), A2.
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Not ev’ry one who has the Name,
Deserves this Glorious, God-like, Fame,
For then a Fool profuse might be,
A Patron Great to poetry.137

Patrons and patronage—a favorite topic of Martial—are here first exalted, then compared to the fools who

patronize poetry. Then poetry itself is torn down, as the author makes a point of self-deprecation. Only a

fool would patronize poets. This shows a meta-awareness of poetry and Martial, that poetry is not

something liable to repay material dividends.

It is through texts like these that Martial was considered part of the canon of classical texts. His presence

in even the greatest of homes is established by the British Library’s catalogues of the initial collections

that were melded together to form its nucleus, and Martial has many volumes to his name. In the library

of King George III, which after his death started the British Library, are found dozens of volumes of

Martial in Latin and several in English—including the Ex Otio Negotium of Robert Fletcher (his

anti-Cromwellian stance probably helped).138 There are another dozen volumes in Latin, printed in Venice

and London, that come from the collection of noted bibliophile and politician Thomas Grenville.139

Martial, despite being used frequently in satirical attacks on the society that George III and Grenville

stood at the pinnacle of, was still part of an educated man’s learning. All of the themes present—the fame

of crafting the perfect epigram, the moral aspect, the opportunity for satirical and political attacks on

society—could be acceptable.

d. The Reach of Martial in Early Modern England

Outside of printings of Martial, references to his work show up in a variety of texts across Early Modern

England, demonstrating the reach (and limits) of his popularity. One of the most curious ones is the use of

Martial in a love poem, by one Lady Elizabeth Dacre, addressed to a scholarly gentleman, Anthony

Cooke, written sometime in the mid-1500s. Dacre, writing her love poem in Latin, ended with a two-line

epigram from Martial, translated here by the discoverer with the end of Dacre’s own verse:

I remain your servant Plancus, more faithful than any;
to this servant Dacre, you remain sweet Coke.

139 John Thomas Payne, and Henry Foss, Bibliotheca Grenvilliana; or Bibliographical Notices of Rare and Curious
Books, Forming Part of the Library of the Right Hon. Thomas Grenville, (London: Shakespeare Press, 1842),
442-443.

138 Frederick Augusta Barnard, Bibliothecae Regiae catalogus, (London, printed by Bulmer and Nicol, 1820),
176-178.

137 Anonymous, Martial Reviv'd, 31.
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Martial, Of the girdle
Long enough am I now; but if your shape should swell under
its grateful burden, then shall I become to you a narrow girdle.140

It is one of Martial’s more romantically explicit epigrams, and adds a sexual twist to the end of Dacre’s

own verse to Cooke. Whether Cooke ever actually read it, and if he was indeed having an affair with

Elizabeth Dacre, is completely unknown—it is fascinating to note Dacre was a devout Catholic, and

Cooke a prominent Protestant scholar during Edward VI’s brief reign.141 Overall, the usage of Martial

adds a scandalous twist, a punchline to an otherwise learned poem full of classical references—much as

Martial’s own epigrams often have a subverting last line. It shows that women were reading Martial, and

how he might be used in an immoral context to provide a classical reference to physical, passionate love.

A much shorter reference to Martial appears in a piece of English propaganda from the time of the

Spanish Armada, published in 1589, An answer to the untruths (to give a much shortened version of the

title). Supposedly written by a defecting Spanish gentleman who switched to the English side and

converted to Anglicanism (all highly suspect) only named as D F. R. de M. This “Spanish gentleman”

discusses how part of the reason for Spain’s loss of her Armada was her lack of good counselors, then

proceeds to give a list of Roman emperors who did have good advisors, including this mention to Martial:

The Emperor Domitian made Scillus oftentimes Consul for his good counsell, as may be gathered,
by certaine verses of Martial.142

D. F. R. de M. is presumably referring the consul and poet Silius Italicus, who was often praised by

Martial:

Reader of the everlasting volumes of immortal Silius, poems worthy of the Latin gown…After he
had ruled with twelve fasces the might year made sacred by a world set free, he gave his years of
retirement to Phoebus and the Muses, and now frequents Helicon instead of his Forum.143

The only issue is that Silius, as this epigram makes clear, was appointed consul by the emperor Nero, and

was in fact consul when Nero committed suicide (“the year made sacred by a world set free”) and

thereafter had nothing to do with politics (“and now frequents Helicon instead of his Forum”), making de

M.’s comment on the whole a rather failed reference. It would be perhaps better to consider this as an

example of how the classics could be used as propaganda, contrasting the vices and virtues of the past

with the present. What was important was that Martial was, even in 1589, a source for those trying to

143 Mart. VII.63, Epigrams, Loeb Classical Library 95, 129.
142 D. F. R. de M, An answer to the untruths, London: Printed by Iohn Iackson, for Thomas Cadman, 1589, 44.

141 Treharne, “Tristis Amor: an unpublished verse love letter from Lady Elizabeth Dacre Howard to Sir Anthony
Cooke,” 681-684.

140 Elaine Treharne, “Tristis Amor: an unpublished verse love letter from Lady Elizabeth Dacre Howard to Sir
Anthony Cooke,” Renaissance Studies 26, no. 5 (2011): 685.
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reconstruct imperial Rome. On an Armada-related side note, Martial was also fairly popular in his own

homeland again. His two joint epigrams on the classical lover Leander, drowned while swimming to his

lover Hero, was particularly popular with Spanish poets.144

When bold Leander was seeking his sweetheart and the swollen waters were already
overwhelming his weary body, he is said, poor fellow, to have addressed the surging waves in
these words: “Spare me as I hasten, drown me as I return.”145

Considering the fate of the Spanish Armada, drowned by surging waves, this is a touch ironic

(and dramatic). It also speaks to a desire to give a classical framing to tragedy, and Martial

provided the appropriate backdrop.

For a double-edged political reference to Martial, we can turn to Ben Jonson again. Court poet to

James I, Jonson started his own book of with paying homage to Martial and his king:

To the Ghost of Martial
Martial, thou gav’st farre nobler Epigrammes
To thy Domitian, than I can my James:
But in my royall subject I passe thee,
Thou flattered’st thine, mine cannot flatter’d be.146

Jonson takes pains to put some distance between Domitian, famously paranoid and assassinated

by his own servants, and James—who was also paranoid and the target of many assassination

attempts, most famously the Gunpowder Plot.147 James cannot be flattered though, he sees

through the deceptions Domitian had told to himself. As Jonson writes soon after:

To My Booke
It will be look’d for, booke, when some but see
Thy title, Epigrammes, and nam’d of me
Thou should’st be bold, licentious, full of gall…
Become a petulant thing, hurle inke, and wit,
As mad-men stones: not caring whom they hit.
Deceive their malice, who could wish it son.
And by thy wiser temper, let men know
Thou art not covetous of least selfe frame,
Made from the hazard of anothers shame;
He that departs with his owne honesty
For vulgar praise, doth it too dearly buy.148

Jonson is here imitating Martial’s own introductions to his works of epigrams. He says that he

does not write for self-fame or to hurl insults like a madman hurls stones, he is not trying to

148 Sullivan and Boyle, Martial in English, 40.
147 Greenblatt, Will in the World: How Shakespeare became Shakespeare, 333-337.
146 Sullivan and Boyle, Martial in English, 40.
145 Mart., Spec. 25b, Loeb Classical Library 94, 31-33.
144 Sullivan, Martial, The Classical Heritage Vol. 3, 29.
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temper his honesty with praise. Instead Jonson is trying, much as he sees Martial, to be pointed

with his honesty. This must be what pleased Whipple so much about Jonson—Jonson consciously

imitates and experiments with Martial, and seeks to speak honestly, or at least claims to when it

comes to talking about James I. As for epigrams that would actually openly denigrate the

monarchy (much as the ‘pasquinades’ denigrated the popes) one has to look to anonymous works:

On Charles II
God bless our good and gracious King,
Whose Promise none relies on;
Who never said a foolish Thing,
Nor ever did a Wise One.149

This is the gift of Martial to all English satirists: the short, comic point. It comes with the sexual

innuendo, the propaganda for the ruling regime, and the pointed flattery to monarchs. All told, it

is a heady mix.

V. Conclusion
You often say to me, Lucius Julius: ‘Write something big: you are a lazybones.’ Give me
leisure…as Maecenas once made for his Flaccus and his Virgil…Then I would try to write works
that would live through the centuries…150

Martial’s work did live through the centuries, and experienced multiple afterlives—even if in his

own work, in a self-deprecatory way, occasionally undercuts his desire for immortality. He is not

writing epic poetry like Flaccus and Virgil, he admits, just small lines of verse strung together.

After his popularity in Early Modern England, later generations, with changing tastes and

attitudes towards poetry, living in an evolving society that less and less matched Martial’s own,

increasingly disassociated with the image of Martial, the sardonic urban moralizer, reconstructed

by English gentlemen and humanists.

But for those generations that exalted him, Martial’s broad and realistic oeuvre allowed the Ben

Jonsons, Robert Fletchers, Elizabeth Dacres, and all the anonymous authors, the opportunity to

create work with a broad reflected image of their own society; a mirror that could be crafted to

the needs of the viewer to shine light into those crevices other classical works could not reach.

Themselves shaped by a society strikingly similar to Martial’s own, the imitators and translators

of Martial in Early Modern England (but also often in Medieval England and Renaissance Italy)

wrote epigrams that were in turn satirical, urbane, witty, vulgar and flattering, full of polished

Latin and classical references, that specifically appealed to the literary culture of their societies,

150 Mart. I.107, Epigrams, Loeb Classical Library 94, 123.
149 Sullivan and Boyle, Martial in English, 111.
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one seeking its own cultural comments, its own way of making sexual innuendos, political jokes,

and attacks on social climbers. All of these are intertwined factors, coupling and underpinning

one another, that together explain Martial’s unique reception in this period. The classics form a

dialogue with their readers, and the readers continue that dialogue by writing about the classics.

As for the rest of his afterlife, fame may have had nothing more to confer, but later critics of

Martial certainly felt they had to add their own opinions on Martial’s work. Lord Byron famously

ironically commenting in his epic Don Juan on the matter that:

And then what proper person could be partial
To all those nauseous epigrams of Martial?151

No one would ever mistake Lord Byron, rake and vagabond as he was, for a “proper” person, but

he does capture the hostility that some of the Romantic poets of the early nineteenth century had.

The Romantics were famous for their emotionally charged work and the centrality of the author to

a composition, and sought as their classical models the similarly charged works of Archaic and

Classical Greece.152 They saw Martial’s work as lacking in that fire, that he failed to extricate

himself from the milieu he was in.153

If the Romantics were dismissive of Martial, the Victorians were far worse: they buried him, out

of sight and out of mind. One British politician of the nineteenth century, Lord Macaulay,

enumerates this as: “I have now gone through the first seven books of Martial…but besides his

indecency, his servility, and his mendiacy disgust me.”154 It is worth noting Macaulay stopped

after seven—it is a shame he did not manage to at least start Book VIII, and so to read Martial’s

own exhortation of his work and come to understand his salt. Macaulay still manages to sum up

what the Victorians were thinking though. This is the beginning of our modern image of Martial

as obsequious and vulgar. Martial, the witty urban poet, with his depictions of sex and desire to

strip away the hypocrisy from hierarchical relationships, did not fit the Victorian moral viewpoint,

with its focus on the home, family, and Christianity, at all. Martial was still occasionally

published in expurgated editions, in recognition of his educational value in depicting daily life in

Rome, with the most offensive epigrams removed, or sometimes lines were left simply

untranslated or translated into Italian.155 Martial was presumably translated into Italian as “An

155 T. J. Leary, “Modifying Martial in Nineteenth-century Britain,” in Expurgating the Classics, eds. Stephen
Harrison and Christopher Stray (Bristol: Bristol Classical Press, 2012), 136-137.

154 Sullivan, Martial, The Classical Heritage Vol. 3, 136.
153 Sullivan, Martial, The Classical Heritage Vol. 3, 52.

152 Bruce Graver, “Romanticism,” in A Companion to the Classical Tradition, ed. Craig Kallendorf (Oxford:
Blackwell, 2007), 72,80.

151 Sullivan, Martial, The Classical Heritage Vol. 3, 56.
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Englishman who could read Italian evidently did not need protection—or perhaps was beyond

saving.”156 The mirror of Martial, his value to Early Modern society, no longer reflected quite as

well for the Victorians—or maybe they were scared of what they might have found if they had

held it up.

Modernity would prove more receptive to Martial. Even before Sullivan revived him for

academics, he had his own supporters among poets like the infamous Ezra Pound and the Nobel

laureate (and American Poet Laureate) émigré Joseph Brodsky. Brodsky captures the melancholy

that Martial must have felt bereft of Rome in a poem written in imitation of Martial, “Letters to a

Roman Friend”. Martial is made modern once again, received into our embrace, immortal as his

poems. Reading it, one feels instantly transported to Martial’s Rome, carried away by its swaying

beat backwards through history:

From Martial

Now is windy and the waves are cresting over
Fall is soon to come to change the place entirely.
Change of colors moves me, Postum, even stronger
Than a girlfriend while she’s changing her attire.

Maidens comfort you but to a certain limit —
Can’t go further than an elbow or a kneeline.
While apart from body, beauty is more splendid —
An embrace is as impossible as treason.

I’m sending to you, Postum-friend, some reading.
How’s the capital? Soft bed and rude awakening?
How’s Caesar? What’s he doing? Still intriguing?
Still intriguing, I imagine, and engorging….

With the wind, by sea point cape, a boat, is wrestling.
Roars the gulf behind the black fence of the pine trees.
On the old and wind-cracked bench — Pliny the Elder.
And a thrush is chirping in the mane of cypress…157

157 Joseph Brodsky, “Letters to a Roman Friend,” PoemHunter.
156 Livingstone and Nisbet, Epigram, 113.
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